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Introduction

Ontrent halff Septembr. 1675. ontdeckten

ick in regenwater kleijne diertgens.

AN TO N I E VA N LE E U W E N H O E K

I believe that we do not know anything for certain,

but everything probably.

CH R I S T I A A N HU YG E N S
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Illustration of Mycoplasma mycoides bacterium, by David S. Goodsell, the Scripps Research Institute.
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1.1. Imaging the building blocks of life

“Every cell in nature is a thing of wonder. Even the simplest are far beyond the

limits of human ingenuity. To build the most basic yeast cell, for example, you

would have to miniaturize about the same number of components as are found in

a Boeing 777 jetliner and fit them into a sphere just 5 microns across; then

somehow you would have to persuade that sphere to reproduce.”

B I L L BRY S O N — A Short History of Nearly Everything

Life inside a cell is complicated, crowded and highly dynamic. All this whirling
around of proteins goes on continuously without us taking much notice. Never-
theless, what happens on this microscopic scale has a dramatic influence on our
daily live. Many human diseases are caused by viruses, bacteria, fungi, prions or
parasites. What almost all these pathogens have in common, is that they are too
small to see with the naked human eye.

The study of this elusive microscopic world made a huge leap in the 17th cen-
tury when Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, a Dutch tradesman from Delft, handcrafted
the world’s first high-magnification microscope. Before Van Leeuwenhoek, mi-
croscopes could magnify only up to approximately 30 times. Hence, the scientific
community was surprised when a self-taught tradesman achieved magnifications
of around 300 times. This remarkable magnification led Van Leeuwenhoek to the
discovery of single-celled organisms, the vacuole of cells, spermatozoa and nu-
merous other first observations. His discoveries revolutionized the contemporary
understanding of life. This was the start of microbiology.

The smallest structures that can be resolved using conventional light mi-
croscopy is approximately 200 nm. This limit is due to the diffraction limit (Abbe’s
famous formula d =λ/(2n sinα)), a direct consequence of the finite wavelength
of visible light and the finite opening angle of a lens. It was the invention of the
electron microscope in the 1930’s that allowed scientist to carefully study the
internal structure of the cell at a much finer scale. Electron microscopes are able
to achieve a much higher resolution because the wavelength of an accelerated
electron is orders of magnitude smaller than that of light.

With the help of high resolution electron microscopes — together with com-
plementary biochemical studies — we now know what the fundamental building
blocks of life are and how they look like. The cell’s main machinery consists of
proteins and protein-complexes. Every cell contains a huge number of proteins,
some estimate at least 200,000. Proteins are built from chains of amino acids and
different proteins have different sequences of these amino acids. The number of
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1 unique proteins that exist in nature is unknown; currently 106 protein sequences
are known. What is remarkable, however, is that this vast number of proteins is
built from only 20 different amino acids.

Made from only 20 different amino acids, proteins display an enormous di-
versity in function. This is possible because the long chains of amino acids are
folded into specific three-dimensional structures. This structure dictates for a
large part the functionality of the protein. Some protein-complexes can change
their conformation by using some of the cell’s available energy. These different
conformational states are essential for the protein’s functionality in a highly dy-
namic environment. Therefore, to study proteins we need a high-resolution 3D
imaging technique in combination with a method of arresting proteins in their
momentary state of function [1]. Ideally, we would like to arrest the structures in a
close-to-native environment, i.e. inside a cell.

1.2. Cryo-electron tomography
Cryo-electron tomography (CET) is an imaging modality with the unique potential
to visualize proteins, protein-complexes and other molecular assemblies in a
close-to-native environment at a high resolution in three dimensions. These
properties allow CET to bridge-the-gap of knowledge between the molecular
structures determined using X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance
or single-particle cryo-electron microscopy and the cellular context provided
by light microscopy or conventional electron microscopy. Fig. 1.1 schematically
depicts the workflow of the experiments to record images and the subsequent
reconstruction leading to a 3D structure (also shown is the simulation workflow
which is mentioned below). In essence, CET is a combination of three separate
techniques: cryo-fixation, transmission electron microscopy and tomographic
reconstruction.

1.2.1. Cryo-fixation
Electrons not only scatter against our specimen, but also against air molecules.
To make imaging with electrons possible, the path of the electron beam must
be kept in a high vacuum. Hence, the specimen under investigation must be
able to withstand this vacuum. The traditional way to prepare specimens that
are suitable for this imaging environment involves chemical fixation and heavy
metal staining. For high-resolution studies this protocol is inadequate since one
effectively images the stain instead of the original structure.

Cryo-fixation, on the other hand, can potentially preserve the native environ-
ment of the macromolecules with minimal changes. The basis of cryo-fixation is
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Experiments

aqueous solution vitrification TEM recorded image

Simulations

projected potentialPDB structure noiseless image poisson noise

Reconstruction

tilt-series 3D reconstruction subtomogram orientation subtomogram average

Figure 1.1. Overview of the project workflow ranging from experiments to simulations and recon-
struction. (Experiments) Specimen preparation for CET can be performed by applying an aqueous
solution containing a purified sample such as proteins or cells to an EM grid which is covered by
a carbon film which in turn contains a vast number of small holes. Vitrification of the specimen
results in a thin layer of amorphous ice (which contains the sample) suspended in the holes of
the carbon film. The specimen is then transferred under cryogenic conditions to a TEM where a
tilt-series can be acquired using automated data collection. (Simulations) Starting from the atomic
structure of a known structure deposited in the protein RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB), a potential
map is computed. Based on the electron beam characteristics and this potential map an exit-wave
is simulated; possibly using the projection assumption, weak-phase object or thick-phase grating
approximation. This wave function is then modified by the CTF followed by an accurate camera
model resulting in a quantitative simulation of a CET image. (Reconstruction) First the defocus of
each image in a tilt-series is estimated after which CTF correction can be performed. From the CTF
corrected tilt-series a 3D volume is computed using tomographic reconstruction (typically filtered
back projection for CET). Additionally, subtomogram averaging can be performed by first detecting
identical copies of a specific structure. Prior to averaging, the relative orientation and location of
each subtomogram can be estimated and iteratively refined.
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1 that when water is frozen very rapidly, the formation of ice crystals is prevented,
resulting in amorphous ice. Formation of crystalline ice must be prevented since
ice crystal growth not only destroys the structural integrity of the specimen, it
will also diffract the electron beam. Rapid freezing can be achieved by plunging a
specimen into liquid ethane1 or by high-pressure freezing where the specimen
is simultaneously cooled and pressurized in a metal container. Conceptually,
cryo-fixation is much simpler than chemical fixation; practically, cryo-fixation
is very challenging. After cryo-fixation, all specimen handling should be done
at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Furthermore, imaging these kind of specimens
demands a more delicate imaging strategy compared to chemical fixation because
the specimens are much more sensitive to damage caused by the electron beam.
The advantages of cryo-fixation are superior preservation of the ultrastructure
and almost instantaneous fixation, i.e. within milliseconds. The specimen can
then be imaged without any additional staining.

1.2.2. Transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is in some ways similar to regular bright
field light microscopy. For both techniques the specimen is illuminated from one
side and the light or electron-wave that is transmitted through the specimen is
magnified to form an image. Modern bright field light microscopes are limited by
both the wavelength of visible light (400 to 700 nm) and the numerical aperture.
In TEM, electrons are typically accelerated to an energy between 80 and 300 keV
resulting in a wavelength between 4 and 2 pm. However, due to the small numeri-
cal aperture of (state-of-the-art) electron microscopes the resolving power is ‘only’
50 pm. This resolution is, nevertheless, more than sufficient to resolve individual
atoms. As we shall see below, for imaging biological specimens the resolution is
not limited by the diffraction limit but rather by the damage that these accelerated
electrons inflict to the specimen.

1.2.3. Tomographic reconstruction
Non-invasive, three-dimensional imaging techniques have revolutionized health-
care in the past century. The most familiar modality, computed tomography (CT)
uses a series of X-ray projections taken at different projection angles to make a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the body. Already in 1917, the mathematical
principles required to make this reconstruction were developed by Radon [2]. It
was only after the digital revolution, however, that it became practically possible

1Since nitrogen gas is a good insulator, liquid nitrogen is unsuitable due to the Leidenfrost effect.
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since tomographic reconstruction in essence is a computational method. For CET
another technical advance was essential. Since unstained biological specimens
are sensitive to radiation damage, projections should be acquired using a minimal
electron dose. This was made possible by the development of automated data
collection using digital cameras [3]. In CET a tilt-series is acquired by tilting the
specimen from approximately −70◦ up to +70◦. Higher tilt-angles are typically
impossible since the effective specimen thickness increases dramatically beyond
the mean free path of the electron at high tilt-angles, and also the specimen holder
can block the electron beam. This limited tilt range results in so called missing
wedge artifacts after tomographic reconstruction.

1.3. Phase contrast
When electrons scatter against the specimen, two types of contrast are generated:
amplitude contrast and phase contrast. For negatively stained specimens, am-
plitude contrast is the primary contrast mechanism due to the large difference
in atomic number between the heavy metal stains and the aqueous biological
material. Without any staining, the low atomic number of the biological material
does not produce strong enough inelastic scattering to yield useful amplitude
contrast. The elastically scattered electrons, although they have the same intensity
as the unscattered electrons, do have a different phase. In order to measure this
phase-shift, phase information needs to be transformed into intensity contrast.
The most used technique in CET to convert this phase information into measur-
able intensity contrast, is by intentionally recording images with underfocus. This
defocussing allows for contrast generating interference of the undiffracted beam
with the beam that is phase-shifted by the specimen. Other methods to measure
phase contrast include phase-plates (which is still in a research and development
phase) and electron holography (requiring a high dose and therefore primarily
useful for material science).

1.3.1. CTF correction
Defocussing of the image can be modeled as an extra propagation of the exit-
wave formed by the electrons exiting the specimen. Due to the small scattering
angles and very short wavelengths, this propagation can be modeled by Fresnel
diffraction. This accurately models the phase of a spherical wave emerging from
the specimen, where the spherical wave is approximated by a quadratic function.

The amount of phase contrast that is generated by a biological specimen is
relatively weak. The phase difference between the diffracted and undiffracted

7
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spatial frequency

C
T

F

Projected potential Measured intensity

Figure 1.2. Example of a typical contrast transfer function (CTF) and how this affects the recorded
image intensity. The projected potential of the specimen is proportional to the accumulated phase-
shift of the electron wave when it exits the specimen. The phase of the electron wave, however,
cannot be measured directly. Intensity contrast appears when a defocus is applied, modeled by
the CTF. The loss of low frequency contrast and the ringing pattern around sharp edges is clearly
visible.

beam rarely exceeds π/2. In this regime, the weak-phase object approximation
(WPOA) can be applied. By combining the WPOA and Fresnel diffraction we can
describe the recorded intensity in the image plane using the contrast transfer
function (CTF). The CTF can not only model the defocussing, but also other
aberrations such as astigmatism and spherical aberration. However, due to the
relatively low resolution of CET (in comparison with material science applications)
only the lower order aberrations need to be considered.

Fig. 1.2 shows a typical CTF for CET and a test image to show how the spec-
imen’s projected potential is translated to measurable intensity contrast on the
detector. The CTF is an oscillating function of spatial frequency. Therefore, in-
formation at certain spatial frequencies is imaged with inverted contrast. As a
consequence, unambiguous interpretation of image contrast is hampered. These
effects, however, only occur at spatial frequencies beyond the first zero-crossing of
the CTF. The location of the first zero-crossing can be set to any value by changing
the applied defocus. Thus, it is possible to choose the defocus such that CTF
correction is not required. However, this is only a suitable approach for medium
to low resolution phase contrast imaging. This is caused by the strong attenuation
of low spatial frequencies by the CTF when the defocus is small. As a consequence,
the applied defocus is usually larger than 2µm. For smaller defoci it becomes
difficult to localize the structure of interest due to the lack of contrast at low spa-
tial frequencies. The first zero-crossing for a defocus of 2µm is at 1/2.0 nm for
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300 keV electrons. Therefore, to achieve nanometer to sub-nanometer resolution
it is necessary to do CTF correction.

The simplest form of CTF correction, so called phase flipping, inverts the
contrast of those spatial frequencies which were imaged with inverted contrast.
More elaborate correction methods also correct for the damping of certain spa-
tial frequencies, so called amplitude correction. The difficulty with amplitude
correction is the trade-off between amplifying attenuated signal and amplifying
noise. A Wiener filter should produce an optimal trade-off but requires accurate
knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Since the SNR for CET is typically
very low and difficult to estimate, phase flipping is the most used CTF correction
type.

Since the CTF depends on the amount of defocus, the defocus needs to be
known to allow proper CTF correction. Even though the defocus is set by the
microscope, this requested value is typically not accurate enough for CTF correc-
tion. Therefore, the defocus needs to be estimated from the acquired images. The
accuracy with which the defocus can be estimated determines, for a large part,
how effective CTF correction is.

1.4. Radiation damage
Electrons used for imaging have such a high energy that they can inflict severe
damage to the specimen. This damage may occur when electrons scatter inelas-
tically, i.e. when energy is deposited. As a consequence, continuous imaging
the specimen eventually destroys the structures of interest. Therefore, we must
limit the total amount of electrons that are used for finding the target structures
and subsequent imaging. Typically, the total electron dose used for tomography
ranges from 25 to 100 e−/Å2. After exposing the specimen to such an electron dose
the structure is degraded to such an extent that details are lost. The SNR, however,
increases with increasing electron dose. This leads to conflicting requirements:
the dose must be as high as possible to increase the SNR and as low as possible to
minimize radiation damage.

For other non-biological materials, such as graphene and carbon nanotubes
(CNT), radiation damage poses less of a restriction. If the acceleration voltage of
the microscope is lowered to energies below the bond energy between the atoms,
knock-on damage no longer occurs. Imaging at lower acceleration voltages does,
however, require sophisticated aberration corrected microscopes. Nevertheless,
tomography offers the exciting possibility to study the complex 3D structures
formed by graphene and CNTs.

9
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0.1 nm 0.3 nm 1 nm 3 nm 10 nm 30 nm

localization microscopy

cryo-electron tomography

subtomogram averaged cryo-electron tomography

single-particle analysis

x-ray crystallography

Figure 1.3. Approximate resolution ranges covered by different microscopy modalities.

1.5. Subtomogram averaging
One method to increase the SNR while keeping the electron dose as low as possi-
ble, is subtomogram averaging. If a specimen contains many copies of an iden-
tical structure, the reconstructed subvolumes of these structures can be aligned
and averaged to increase the SNR of the final reconstruction. Prerequisites for
subtomogram averaging are that the different copies can be identified in the re-
constructed volume and aligned. Subtomogram averaging not only increases the
SNR of the final reconstruction, it can also removes missing wedge artifacts since
this missing wedge can be oriented differently for different particles.

The challenging aspect of subtomogram averaging is that the method is prone
to template bias and over alignment. Subtomogram averaging typically uses
a cross-correlation based search using an initial template or the average of a
previous alignment iteration. It is therefore essential to low-pass filter search
templates such that no artificial structures are introduced.

1.6. Complementary techniques
CET is unique in its possibility to bridge-the-gap between acquiring high res-
olution molecular structures on one hand and their conformational state and
function in cellular context on the other hand. The full potential of CET, therefore,
can only be unlocked when combined with information achieved with other tech-
niques. Fig. 1.3 presents an overview of the approximate resolution ranges of CET
and complementary methods.

1.6.1. Single particle analysis

Even though subtomogram averaging is a powerful technique, more than three
quarters of the electron microscopy density maps deposited in the EMDataBank
[4] have been achieved using single particle analysis (SPA). When it is possible to
prepare the biological specimen in vitro and in such a way that it consists of iso-
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lated, non-overlapping macromolecules, SPA typically outperforms CET in terms
of resolution. Just as CET, SPA is a cryo-electron microscopy technique, i.e. cryo-
fixation is used to immobilize the specimen. The term single particle analysis is,
however, rather deceptive since it relies on averaging a great number of identical
particles. Similar to subtomogram averaging, identical copies of the same struc-
ture are imaged and subsequently reconstructed into a single 3D structure. The
difference with subtomogram averaging is, however, that the exact location and
orientation of the particles is estimated already from their individual 2D projec-
tions. This elevates the need for acquiring a tilt-series and allows the individual
projections to be imaged with a much higher dose (and thus SNR) since the dose
does not need to be distributed over an entire tilt-series. The difficulty now is to
estimate the orientation (and handedness) of the particles in the projections. This
involves an iterative reconstruction and the generation of class-averages (an aver-
age of 2D projections of particles with similar orientation). Using SPA it is possible
to achieve near-atomic resolution (0.3−0.5 nm) of biomolecules, see Fig. 1.3. The
SPA approach is, however, not applicable when projections of particles are super-
imposed with other structures present in the specimen. Superimposing structures
prevent the accurate determination of location and orientation of the desired
structure. This limitation renders SPA impractical for usage in situ, i.e. within
cells, viruses, vesicles and even complex in vitro systems [5].

1.6.2. X-ray crystallography

For determining structure at truly atomic resolution, X-ray crystallography has
been the most successful method; more than 80% of the biological macromolecules
deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) were determined using X-ray
crystallography. For this method to work, it is necessary to purify the protein after
which they need to crystallize. The crystalline specimen is irradiated by an intense
monochromatic X-ray beam after which the diffraction pattern is recorded. Using
several intricate procedures the phases of all the spots comprising the diffraction
pattern are determined after which a 3D structure can be build. Even though the
resolution obtained with X-ray crystallography is often superior to EM methods,
due to the restriction that proteins need to crystallize in vitro, the cellular context
can only be studied using complementary methods.

1.6.3. Light microscopy & conventional electron tomography

Resolutions ranging from 1 mm down to ∼ 10 nm can effectively be studied using
a combination of light and conventional transmission electron microscopy. Light
microscopy has the advantages of fluorescent labeling and the possibility to image

11



1 in vivo. This makes light microscopy the ideal method for functional studies.
Conventional electron tomography preparation techniques use chemical fixation
and negative staining. This limits the resolution to ∼ 10 nm but results is supreme
contrast at lower resolutions. Advances in superresolution microscopy extend
the resolution of fluorescence microscopy of single molecules down to tens of
nanometers, thereby closing the gap to conventional electron microscopy. See
Fig. 1.3 for an overview of the different resolution ranges.

1.7. Project outline
The research in this thesis is part of the FOM industrial partnership program
with FEI Company. This project was a collaboration between Delft University
of Technology (TU Delft), Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC) and FEI
Company. The goal of this project was to substantially improve the 3D resolution
in electron tomography of frozen hydrated biological specimen after tomographic
reconstruction. To achieve this, we made an integral analysis of the entire imaging
pipeline. A study of image formation, experiments and reconstruction led to a
TEM simulator for biomolecules and new image processing and image analysis
methods for experimental data. Fig. 1.1 presents an overview of the entire project
comprising experiments, simulations and reconstruction. Within this project there
were two sub-projects of which this thesis represents one. This thesis is primarily
concerned with CTF correction in the 3D reconstruction from tilt-series (experi-
ments or simulations). The second sub-project revolved around the development
and experimental validation of an accurate forward model of the image formation
process and estimation of the required microscope parameters from experiments.

1.7.1. Thesis challenges
Today, the resolution in phase-contrast CET is not only limited by the poor SNR,
but also by the CTF of the microscope. Even though CTF correction for SPA is
well established, for CET it has not been adopted in daily practice. Reasons for
this are twofold: first, due to the low SNR of CET the resolution is typically much
lower than SPA, thereby reducing the necessity of CTF correction, and second, the
computational complexity of CTF correction techniques for tomography makes
them less practical. With the advent of subtomogram averaging the achievable
resolution in CET has been substantially improved, alleviating the first obstacle.
This thesis tackles the second obstacle by introducing 100 times faster algorithms
for forward modeling the CTF and for CTF correction. Furthermore, we present
a thorough theoretical analysis of different CTF correction methods and study
the effects using simulations. We present an extended acquisition scheme which
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makes precise and accurate defocus estimation — which is required for proper
CTF correction — for low-dose CET possible. Finally, we quantify the influence of
CTF correction and defocus estimation on experimental data and simulations.

1.7.2. Thesis outline

In Chapter 2 we summarize the theoretical background of regular (untilted) CTF,
tilted CTF and full 3D CTF forward models. We introduce a new algorithm, based
on the nonuniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT), that speeds up the simulation
of projections with a spatially varying CTF. This speed-up allows spatially varying
CTF models to be used in daily practice. Using simulations we study what the
influence of these CTF models is on the projections and how we can predict
this difference theoretically. Furthermore, we make a first attempt in global
(i.e. to process the entire image at once) CTF correction methods using a matrix
multiplication. These new tools also allow us to study the influence of defocus
error and whether defocus-series might be a useful addition to tomography.

Chapter 3 introduces new, fast, spatially varying CTF correction methods.
These CTF correction methods rely on the NUFFT algorithm used to simulate
the influence of the spatially varying CTF on the recorded image in chapter 2.
Where the simulations, however, use the NUFFT to sample the Fourier domain at
nonuniform locations, the CTF correction computes an inverse Fourier transform
from nonuniformly sampled Fourier domain data. We show that this reduces the
required computation time for a global CTF correction method on a tilt-series
(image size 40962) from months to hours.

In Chapter 4 we take a closer look at two approximations commonly used
to model image formation: the projection assumption (PA) and the weak-phase
object approximation (WPOA). We investigate the limitations of both approxi-
mations separately and derive their respective conditions of applicability. Then
we combine these two approximations in different ways to find four models: PA,
PA+WPOA, WPOA and the thick-phase grating approximations (TPGA). We sug-
gest ranges of applicability for these four models using exit wave simulations.
This leads to a practical guideline for when to use which image formation model
depending on the desired resolution (spatial frequencies), specimen thickness,
and strength of the interaction potential of the macromolecular complex.

Chapter 5 culminates the entire project in quantifying the influence of the
developed CTF correction and defocus estimation methods using experiments,
simulations and reconstruction. We combine the efforts of both subprojects,
namely: detector characterization, defocus and astigmatism estimation, the de-
veloped TEM simulator (InSilicoTEM) making use of the TPGA, and tilted CTF

13



1 correction. We collected tilt-series of ribosomes on a Titan microscope (FEI Com-
pany) at NeCEN2 using a novel extended acquisition scheme which allows precise
determination and correction of the defocus for each macromolecule in the to-
mogram. Subsequently, we applied subtomogram averaging to increase the SNR.
Using both simulations and experiments we quantify the influence of defocus
estimation, CTF correction, tilt-series alignment and subtomogram alignment.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents an outlook and recommendations for future work.
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Abstract
Today, the resolution in phase contrast cryo-electron tomography is for a significant
part limited by the contrast transfer function (CTF) of the microscope. The CTF is a
function of defocus and thus varies spatially as a result of the tilting of the specimen
and the finite specimen thickness. Models that include spatial dependencies have
not been adopted in daily practice because of their high computational complexity.
Here we present an algorithm which reduces the processing time for computing
the ‘tilted’ CTF by more than a factor 100. Our implementation of the full three-
dimensional CTF has a processing time on the order of a Radon transform of a full
tilt-series. We derive and validate an expression for the damping envelope function
describing the loss of resolution due to specimen thickness. Using simulations
we quantify the effects of specimen thickness on the accuracy of various forward
models. We study the influence of spatially varying CTF correction and subsequent
tomographic reconstruction by simulation and present a new approach for space-
variant phase-flipping. We show that our CTF correction strategies are successful in
increasing the resolution after tomographic reconstruction.
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2.1. Introduction
Cryo-electron tomography (CET) is an important tool for studying the three-
dimensional (3D) structure of biological specimens in their (close to) native state
[1]. In CET the 3D scattering potential is reconstructed from many projections at
different tilt-angles. The reconstruction of a 3D image from the two-dimensional
(2D) projections is typically done using filtered back-projection (FBP) or the simul-
taneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). The specimens consist mostly
of light atoms such as C, N and H, and therefore are very weak electron scatter-
ers. As a result amplitude contrast is not very strong and images are recorded
in a phase contrast mode. This phase contrast is, however, only generated if the
specimen is sufficiently defocused to allow interference of the unscattered wave
with the scattered wave. The phase-shifts due to elastic scattering are relatively
small and are described using the well established weak-phase approximation
[2]. Here the image formation is dictated by the contrast transfer function (CTF).
The CTF is an oscillating function of the spatial frequency; therefore contrast
for certain spatial frequency ranges is inverted. To maximize the transfer of cer-
tain spatial frequencies (corresponding to sizes of ∼ 4 to 10 nm in the specimen)
without contrast inversions, typically several µm underfocus is used in practice.
Transmission of higher spatial frequencies is suppressed by the apparent finite
source-size of the electron gun. This cut-off point can only be shifted to a higher
spatial frequency by using smaller defoci. This comes at the expense of possible
contrast inversions in the image. In the presence of these contrast inversions,
image interpretation is no longer intuitive. To remove possible contrast inversion,
various authors apply a low-pass filter to the projections with its cut-off frequency
at the first zero-crossing of the CTF [3, 4].

CTF correction is already well established in the field of single-particle analysis
[5]. It usually comprises phase-flipping of the spatial frequencies which were
imaged with inverted contrast. Sometimes the magnitude of the CTF is also
corrected. For each detected particle the defocus is assumed to be constant,
which makes CTF correction spatially invariant. When imaging tilted specimens,
as in tomography, the assumption that the defocus is constant over the field of
view no longer holds. Recently there has been an increased interest to characterize
and correct for the effects of this spatially varying CTF [6–11]. As the thickness of
the specimen can easily be on the order of 100 nm or more there is also a relevant
defocus gradient in the axial direction to be considered [12]. There have also been
efforts to correct for these effects [13–16]. These methods for forward modelling
and for correcting the spatially varying CTF for tilted and/or thick specimens have
not been widely adopted for tomographic reconstruction. Partially because of
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their complexity, but more importantly due to the burden they pose on processing
times (up to several weeks). We present a hundredfold reduction of the processing
time for the forward modelling of tilted specimens. This makes our spatially
varying method for computing CTFs applicable in practice.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2.2 we present an overview
of the different approximations to the CTF: untilted thin, tilted thin and tilted thick.
Next, in Section 2.3 we propose novel algorithms to reduce the computational
complexity of modelling a spatially varying CTF. In Section 2.4 we use simulations
to show the limitations and advantages of the different CTF models for forward
modelling and finally in Section 2.5 we apply them to CTF correction.

2.2. Contrast Transfer Function for 3D specimens
In order to describe the CTF, we introduce the following terminology. The Fourier
transform (FT) of the 3D scattering potential V (x, z) is defined as

V̂ (q, qz ) =
∫

V (x, z)e−2πi (x ·q+zqz )dxd z,

where x = (x, y) and q = (qx , qy ). Equivalently, we define the 2D FT as f̂ (q) =∫
f (x)e−2πi x ·qdx.

We choose to fix the specimen coordinates V (x̃, z̃) and rotate the microscope
coordinate system Vα(x, z). The rotated coordinate system is defined by two
variables: the tilt-angle α and the orientation of the tilt-axis (azimuth) β. Since a
rotation of the specimen in real space corresponds to the same rotation in Fourier
space we define1

V̂α(q, qz ) = V̂
(
qx cosβcosα+qy sinβcosα+qz sinα,

−qx sinβ+qy cosβ,

−qx cosβsinα−qy sinβsinα+qz cosα
)
. (2.1)

Hence, for β= 0 the tilt-axis is the y-axis, which we will assume in the remainder
of this article.

Since scattering in biological specimens is usually very weak, it is common to
use the weak-phase approximation [2]. We will use this approximation throughout
this article and thus the FT of the recorded intensity is expressed as [17]

Î
(
q
)= 2sin

(
χ

(
q
))

V̂α
(
q,0

)
, (2.2)

1We implicitly define V̂
(
q̃x , q̃y , q̃z

)= V̂
(
q̃, q̃z

)
.
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with χ
(
q
) = 2π

λ

(1
4Csλ

4q4 + 1
2∆ f λ2q2

)
the aberration function, Cs the spherical

aberration, ∆ f the defocus at z = 0, λ the electron wavelength and q = ∥∥q
∥∥. We

use the convention that underfocus implies ∆ f < 0. The projected scattering
potential V̂α

(
q,0

)
is equivalent (using the projection slice theorem [18]) to the FT

of
∫

Vα(x, z)d z.

We ignore amplitude contrast in Eq. (2.2) to keep the following derivations
short and to improve the readability. In practice, amplitude contrast can be
incorporated simply as an additional phase-shift [2].

Note that Eq. (2.2) is an approximation to the full contrast transfer function as
the defocus is assumed to be constant for the whole specimen. We will refer to
Eq. (2.2) as CTF0.

2.2.1. Tilted, thin specimens

To allow for tilted geometries Philippsen et al. [6] derived an extension to the
CTF0. We will refer to this function (which they called the tilted contrast imaging
function) as the tilted CTF (TCTF). The FT of the recorded image intensity for
tilted, thin specimens is

Î
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂α

(
q− 1

2
λq2β tanα,0

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂α

(
q+ 1

2
λq2β tanα,0

)
, (2.3)

where β is a unit-vector perpendicular to the tilt-axis with β= (cosβ, sinβ). For
small tilt-angles, i.e. α→ 0, Eq. (2.3) gradually reduces to Eq. (2.2).

2.2.2. Thick specimens

The validity of Eq. (2.2) is not only limited to untilted specimens, it is also limited
to thin specimens. In the weak-phase regime all scattering events can be treated as
weak and independent. Therefore all points in the specimen contribute linearly to
the recorded intensity. Incorporating the effects of the thickness of the specimen
is simply a matter of integrating along the z direction of the scattering potential
times the appropriate CTF

Î
(
q
)= ∫

2sin
(
χ

(
q
)−πλzq2)Fx [Vα (x, z)]d z. (2.4)
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Wan et al. [12] showed that the evaluation of Eq. (2.4) can be simplified by
taking the FT in the z direction

Fz
[
2sin

(
χ

(
q
)−πλzq2)]= i e−iχ(q)δ

(
qz − 1

2
λq2

)
− i e iχ(q)δ

(
qz + 1

2
λq2

)
. (2.5)

Using this equation, the multiplication in Eq. (2.4) of the scattering potential with
the CTF can be written as a convolution in qz . The integration over z is equal to
evaluating for qz = 0. Combining these steps leads to [12]

Î
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,−1

2
λq2

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,

1

2
λq2

)
, (2.6)

which we will refer to as the three-dimensional CTF (3DCTF). We show in the
following section that Eq. (2.6) reduces to Eq. (2.3) for infinitely thin specimens.
Here we also derive the approximation error of Eq. (2.3) with respect to Eq. (2.6).

2.2.3. Thickness induced damping envelope

One very common assumption in CET is that the 3D scattering potential can be
approximated by a 2D projected scattering potential. The TCTF (Eq. (2.3)) is an
approximation to the 3DCTF (Eq. (2.6)) for thin specimens. We will quantify the
correctness of this approximation as a function of the specimen thickness. In
order to show the relation between these two equations, we first ideally describe a
specimen with limited thickness as

V (x̃, z̃) =V∞(x̃, z̃)
1

t
rect

(
z̃

t

)
, (2.7)

where V∞(x̃, z̃) is a theoretical specimen with infinite thickness, t the thickness of
the real specimen V (x̃, z̃) and 1

t rect
( z̃

t

)
a normalized block function of unity area.

A multiplication with the block function in Eq. (2.7) is equivalent to

V̂ (q̃, q̃z ) = V̂∞(q̃, q̃z )? sinc
(
t q̃z

)
, (2.8)

where ? is the convolution operator in q̃z and sinc(t q̃z ) is the normalized sinc
function. For infinitely thin specimens, V̂ (q̃, q̃z ) is independent of q̃z .

Revisiting the TCTF (Eq. (2.3)) and the 3DCTF (Eq. (2.6)) we see that the scatter-
ing potential V̂α is sampled, in the microscope coordinates, at (q∓ 1

2λq2β tanα,0)
and (q,∓1

2λq2) respectively. For a graphical representation see Fig. 2.1. From
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α

3DCTF

TCTF

CTF
0

q
z

q
x

α

q
x

½λ q²
q

z
∆ ˜

Figure 2.1. A comparison of the CTF0, TCTF and 3DCTF based on the points sampled in Fourier
space (β = 0). The rotated axes (qx , qz ) correspond to the coordinate system of the microscope,
perpendicular to the tilt-axis. As a result, V̂α(q,0) is the central section which represents the
projection data under a certain tilt-angle. The fixed axes (q̃x , q̃z ) correspond to the Fourier space
of the specimen: V̂ (q̃, q̃z ). The relation between V̂α and V̂ is described by Eq. (2.1). For clarity, only
V̂α(q,0) ( ), V̂α(q+ 1

2λq2β tanα,0) ( ) and V̂α(q,+ 1
2λq2) ( ) for q ≥ 0 and qy = 0 are plotted.

Here α< 0.

this figure (or from Eq. (2.1)) we see that the lateral (in the specimen coordinates)
spatial frequency axes (q̃x , q̃y ) coincide. Along the axial spatial frequency however,
there is a discrepancy of

∆q̃z = 1

2
λq2 (sinα tanα+cosα) = 1

2
λq2 1

cosα
.

In combination with Eq. (2.8) we conclude that the fraction of the transferred
signal is given by

Et ,α(q) = sinc

(
1

2
λq2 t

cosα

)
(2.9)

if instead of sampling V̂ (q̃, q̃z ) we sample V̂ (q̃, q̃z +∆q̃z ). This function can be
used to estimate the overall loss of resolution when a specimen with thickness t is
approximated by an infinitely thin specimen. Neglecting the thickness produces
the effect of a damping envelope, similar to the spatial and temporal damping
envelopes [17, Section 6.4.2].

From Eq. (2.9) we also see that in the limit of an infinitely thin specimen
(t → 0), Eq. (2.3) can be used instead of Eq. (2.6) without loss of transfer.
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2.3. Algorithmic improvements

The effects of tilting and/or specimen thickness on the CTF have not been widely
adopted in reconstruction or forward modeling due to the large burden they
pose on processing times. Even though Eq. (2.2) of the CTF0 and Eq. (2.3) of the
TCTF look very similar, their discrete counterparts highlight some challenging
differences. The function V̂α

(
q,0

)
in Eq. (2.2) can be discretized by sampling on

a regular grid. This results in a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) which can be
computed by a standard fast Fourier transform (FFT). In contrast, the samples of
V̂α in Eq. (2.3) do not form a regular grid (q∓ 1

2λq2β tanα). These sample points
do not coincide (in general) with the discretized spatial frequencies of the DFT.
As a result the FFT can not be used to compute V̂α.

Let us first consider the general case of spatially varying filtering

I (x) =
∫

V (s)h(x−s,s)ds, (2.10)

where h(x,s) is a spatially varying point-spread function corresponding to the
input (object) V at location s. We can relate the point-spread function to a transfer
function T (q,s) in the Fourier domain by

h(x,s) =
∫

T (q,s)e2πi q ·xdq. (2.11)

For example, TC T F (q,x) = 2sin
(
χ

(
q
))

is simply the transfer function corre-
sponding to the CTF0. The extension to a spatially varying transfer function TTC T F

is given by

TT C T F (q,x) = 2sin
(
χ

(
q
)−πλq2x ·β tanα

)
. (2.12)

To derive a general expression for a spatially varying transfer function, let us
insert Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.10) and change to the Fourier domain Î (p) (q is already
in use by T (q,s)). Now we can first integrate over x which results in a δ(q−p)
term. Then, integrate over q and replace the remaining p by q. This leads us to
the following result

Î (q) =
∫

V (x)T (q,x)e−2πi q ·xdx, (2.13)

where V (x) is the input scattering potential, T (q,x) a spatially varying transfer
function and Î (q) the output with x,q ∈R2.
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Evaluation of Î (q) in the form of Eq. (2.13) can only be implemented for dis-
cretized data as a matrix multiplication. In contrast, when T (q,x) does not depend
on the location x, Eq. (2.13) simplifies to Î (q) = V̂ (q)T (q,0). Such spatially invari-
ant equations can clearly be computed much faster. They can be implemented
using the FFT algorithm which has a computational complexity of O (N log N ) [19]
compared to O (N 2) for a regular DFT or matrix multiplication needed to compute
Eq. (2.13).

2.3.1. Nonuniform fast Fourier transform
One way of implementing the TCTF (Eq. (2.3)) is to revert to a set of linear
equations similar to Eq. (2.13) with Eq. (2.12) as a transfer function (as done by
Philippsen et al. [6]). We developed an algorithm which results in a substantially
faster implementation.

The TCTF of Eq. (2.3) is presented as two separate terms each sampling the
FT of the scattering potential at slightly different points. Computing the Fourier
tranform of a nonuniform grid of points is, however, not straightforward. We
propose to compute this Fourier transform by using the nonuniform fast Fourier
transform (NUFFT) (also called gridding) [20, 21]. Here we have used a specific
implementation which uses a Gaussian kernel [22].

The fact that the CTF for tilted (TCTF, Eq. (2.3)) and/or thick (3DCTF, Eq. (2.6))
specimens can be computed by nonuniform sampling in the Fourier domain is a
result of the particular (oscillating) cos-like dependence of the CTF as a function
of defocus and not a general property of spatially varying transfer functions. For
example, this does not work for the finite source-size envelope because the FT in
the axial direction does not result in a (finite) set of δ-functions.

2.3.2. Taylor expansion of transfer functions
In order to speed up the calculation of those space variant transfer functions for
which the FT does not result in a finite set of δ-functions, we propose a Taylor
series approximation. The Taylor series of T (q,x) in x combined with Eq. (2.13)
yields

Î (q) =
nmax∑
n=0

T (n)(q,0)

n!
Fx

[
xnV (x)

]+O (nmax +1), (2.14)

with T (n)(q,0) = ∂n T (q,x)
∂xn

∣∣∣
x=0

and nmax the order at which the Taylor series is
truncated. The derivatives of T (q,x) can be derived analytically which makes their
implementation straightforward. At the expense of a summation over nmax +1
terms, Eq. (2.14) can now be implemented using the FFT. Fortunately, when the
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spatial dependence is weak, the Taylor series can be truncated after a relatively
small number of terms.

In Appendix 2.A we present an implementation for the finite source-size
envelope in the form of Eq. (2.14) as well as an illustrative example.

The processing time for Eq. (2.14) depends linearly on the number of terms.
The approximation error of the expansion can be estimated from Taylor series
theory. To achieve a certain accuracy requires a lower order of the expansion for
low tilt-angles than for higher tilt-angles. Therefore we change the order nmax

adaptively depending on the tilt-angle and some specific microscope parameters.

2.3.3. Speed improvement

In order to evaluate the improvements in processing times for each of the pro-
posed methods, we implemented them to simulate a full tilt-series for an artificial
specimen. The processing times of the different methods only depend on the
image size N 2. All methods were implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks, USA)
and the results are shown in Table 2.1. Without loss of generality the 3D (x, y, z)
specimen was reduced to a set of 2D (x, z) slices perpendicular to the tilt-axis.
For each 2D slice, a tilt-series of 141 one-dimensional projections with a max-
imum tilt-angle of ±70◦ was simulated. Processing times were evaluated on a
PC equipped with an Intel E8400 dual core 3 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. The
processing times of the one-dimensional projections were scaled to resemble the
computation of a full tilt-series where the 2D projections have a square image
size.

To calculate the TCTF (Eq. (2.3)) efficiently one takes the 1D NUFFT of each
projection in the tilt-series at the appropriate spatial frequencies. In Table 2.1 we
show that this approach is more than two orders of magnitude faster for an image
size of 40962 than by computing Eq. (2.13) through a full matrix multiplication
(along a single image dimension). We also noticed that simulating the TCTF using
the 1D NUFFT is only four times slower than simulating CTF0. This means that
the TCTF is now within reach for iterative reconstruction algorithms.

Next to the speed advantage, implementing the TCTF using the 1D NUFFT
is also intuitive and does not depend on any additional parameters such as strip
width or tile size as required by other approaches [7, 9–11] where the image is split
in (overlapping) strips or tiles of approximately equal defocus for processing.

To calculate the 3DCTF (Eq. (2.6)) the 2D NUFFT of the scattering potential
must be calculated at the appropriate spatial frequencies2. The 2D NUFFT can

2Since we calculate each (x, z) slice of the 3D scattering potential independently, a 2D NUFFT is
sufficient.
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Table 2.1. Average run-times for two different methods to calculate the TCTF (Eq. (2.3)) are shown:
(first row) the full linear model of Eq. (2.13) using Eq. (2.12), and (second row) the NUFFT method
described in the text. Rows 3 and 4 show the average run-times of respectively the build-in Matlab
function and the NUFFT for calculating the Radon transform. The last row shows the average
run-time of a combination of the Radon transform and the 3DCTF (Eq. (2.6)) using the NUFFT.
Notice that some values are in minutes (m) and some in hours (h).

Image size (pixel) 10242 20482 40962

Method Runtime

TCTF, Eq. (2.13) 83.1 (m) 12.3 (h) 95.9 (h)
TCTF, 1D NUFFT 2.9 (m) 11.3 (m) 44.4 (m)

Radon, Matlab 14.2 (m) 1.9 (h) 14.9 (h)
Radon, 2D NUFFT 14.0 (m) 1.8 (h) 13.3 (h)

3DCTF, 2D NUFFT 18.3 (m) 2.1 (h) 14.5 (h)

Values represent averages over 100 2D image slices, each projected for 141 tilt-angles. Standard
deviations were all below 5%

also be used to compute forward projections [23]. Table 2.1 shows that this
approach results in processing times of the same order as the (real-space) Radon
transform implemented in Matlab. When calculating the 3DCTF one implicitly
projects the (x, z) slice of the scattering potential to a one-dimensional signal. We
further notice that simulating the 3DCTF indeed results in processing times of the
same order as calculating the forward projection using the 2D NUFFT.

2.4. Simulating the effects of the complete CTF
In the previous sections we presented three different forward models and explored
their relation.

1. Untilted, thin specimens: CTF0, Eq. (2.2)

2. Tilted, thin specimens: TCTF, Eq. (2.3)

3. Tilted, thick specimens: 3DCTF, Eq. (2.6)

In this section we will investigate the frequency transfer characteristics of these
models using simulations.

2.4.1. White noise test specimen
To compare the different forward models a specimen model is required. To avoid
a bias towards a specific spatial frequency range, a synthetic specimen with a flat
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spectrum is desirable. Therefore, we choose white noise as an input specimen. To
overcome the inherent stochastic nature of such a specimen, the results of 150
realizations are averaged.

We also reduce the 3D (x, y, z) problem to 2D (x, z) slices perpendicular to
the tilt-axis. Without loss of generality this reduces the processing time while
maintaining the full complexity of the problem. We simulate specimens with a
thickness of 50, 100 and 200 nm and a field of view (FOV) of 1µm. We avoid local-
tomography effects [24, 25]. We also do not consider possible loss of resolution
and additional noise at detection by plate or CCD camera, given by the modulation
transfer function [26].

The CTF0 and TCTF forward models both act on projected data (which is
1D in the following simulations). The 3DCTF, however, is a function of the 2D
(x, z) slice. In order to avoid aliasing effects sufficient zero-padding in the z-
direction is required. The specimen is padded with zeros to make the (x, z) slice
square. We verified that the amount of zero-padding is sufficient by comparing
projections generated using the regular Radon transform with those generated by
direct sampling using the NUFFT.

2.4.2. Forward modelling

If a forward model is used in an iterative reconstruction algorithm, its computa-
tional complexity is of great importance. A trade-off has to be made between the
accuracy (or correctness) of a forward model and its computational complexity.

We simulated projections of the white noise test specimen with the three
different forward models mentioned above: CTF0, TCTF and 3DCTF. To test the
accuracy of the two approximations (CTF0 and TCTF), we compare projections
generated by these models with projections generated with the 3DCTF forward
model. The microscope parameters were set to: ∆ f = −1µm, λ = 2.5 pm (HT
= 200 kV), Cs = 2 mm and the convergence angleαi = 0.2 mrad (see Appendix 2.A).
The 1D projections consisted of 4096 pixels with a pixel size of 0.24 nm.

In order to verify the quality of the different forward models, i.e. the resolution,
a comparison of the projections is required. There are numerous ways to measure
the resolution in a reconstructed volume. In the field of single-particle analysis,
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) is used extensively to check the consistency of a
reconstruction [27, 28]. There the initial dataset is usually split in two and each
half is used to reconstruct the particle after which the two reconstructions are
correlated with each other. For our purpose, we define the normalized Fourier
correlation (NFC) of two functions f and g as the one-dimensional equivalent of
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Figure 2.2. Average NFC over 150 realizations between the 3DCTF and the two approximations:
CTF0 in black, TCTF in red. The simulations were carried out for specimens with a thickness of 50,
100 and 200 nm. Overlaid in blue is Eq. (2.9), the analytic prediction of the resolution loss (damping
envelope) as a result of neglecting the specimen thickness.

Fourier ring correlation (FRC) and Fourier shell correlation (FSC)

NFC f ,g (q) =
∑

q′∈qi
f̂ (q′)ĝ∗(q′)√∑

q′∈qi

∥∥ f̂ (q′)
∥∥2 ∑

q′∈qi

∥∥ĝ (q′)
∥∥2

, (2.15)

where qi is a small range of spatial frequencies around q and −q.

In Fig. 2.2 we show the result of the NFC between the two approximate models
(CTF0 and TCTF) and the 3DCTF. From this figure we conclude that the loss of
transfer when using the projection assumption can be estimated using Eq. (2.9).
From Fig. 2.2 we also conclude that for specimens tilted up to ±70◦, with a thick-
ness of 100 nm or less the TCTF is a very good approximation to the 3DCTF for
spatial frequencies up to (at least) 1.3 nm−1. The expected loss of resolution
(Eq. (2.9)) when using TCTF instead of 3DCTF agrees very well with the simula-
tions. This implies that the accuracy of the TCTF can be approximated accurately
with the help of Eq. (2.9). Eq. (2.9) can also be useful to find the tolerable thickness
or alternatively to estimate the achievable resolution using the TCTF.

Furthermore, we see in Fig. 2.2 that for CTF0, the results only slightly vary
when changing the thickness. However, it is also clear that the CTF0 is only a
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valid approximations up to approximately 1 nm−1 for specimens tilted at ±35◦

and only up to 0.7 nm−1 at ±70◦. The clearly visible zero-crossings of the CTF
for the CTF0 result (indicated by the steep dips of the NFC) are in some way also
present in the TCTF model. But in the TCTF model the defocus varies spatially,
and as a result the zero-crossings do as well. Hence, parts without contribution
(the zero-crossings) are averaged with parts of non-zero contribution.

2.5. CTF correction
Next to forward modeling of the CTF, one ultimately wants to correct for these
effects in order to reconstruct an unambiguous (without phase-reversals) estimate
of the specimen under investigation. We are interested how much the resolution
in a reconstructed tomogram can be improved as a result of proper correction for
the CTF with spatially varying defocus.

To this end we simulated a tilt-series of 141 projections using the 3DCTF with
an underfocus of 1µm (tilt-angles were uniformly distributed between ±70◦).
White noise was again used as a specimen model. The thickness of the specimen
was 100 nm. The 1D projections consisted of 4096 pixels with a pixel size of
0.24 nm. For more details we refer to Section 2.4 in which the same settings are
used.

Poisson noise was added to the projections to simulate realistic low-dose
noise conditions. We used a total dose of 150 e−/Å2 for the entire tilt-series,
assuming that the signal of the 1D projections represent a line of square pixels
(this corresponds to ∼ 6.3 counts per pixel per tilt-angle). The modulation depth
of the phase-contrast signal was set to 10%.

2.5.1. Tomographic reconstruction

There exists a variety of algorithms to reconstruct a specimen from its projections.
Here we used filtered back projection (FBP) because compared to other algorithms
this method depends on the smallest number of parameters. This allows us to do
a comparison of reconstructions which depends primarily on the different CTF
correction methods and not on how well we succeeded in the fine-tuning of the
reconstruction algorithm.

In Fig. 2.3 we show the results for the three different CTF correction methods
(discussed below) after tomographic reconstruction. To analyze the difference in
the lateral direction (x) we calculate the NFC in the z direction of the reconstruc-
tion.

In a simulation the specimen is known. We therefore choose to correlate the
different reconstructions to the original specimen. This results in relatively low
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Figure 2.3. Average NFC between an (x, z) slice of the CTF corrected reconstruction and the orig-
inal (known) specimen over 150 realizations. Simulated projections were CTF corrected without
accounting for spatially varying defocus (A), with correction of spatially varying defocus (B), and
finally by combining different defocus values and spatially varying defocus correction (C). All CTF
correction methods use phase flipping. Isolines are plotted for easier comparison. The average
difference of the NFC between (B) and (C), is 16% of the average value of (B).
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correlation values. We also correlated the reconstruction to a reconstruction of
the undistorted projections. Both suffer from the same ‘missing wedge’ artifact
and therefore correlate much better. Nevertheless, we settled for correlating to
the original specimen because this leads to the most objective measure of resolu-
tion. The choice of tomographic reconstruction method also affects the absolute
correlation values. It is well accepted that iterative reconstruction methods, such
as SIRT, perform much better under noisy conditions. Nevertheless, the results in
Fig. 2.3 show a clear difference between the different CTF correction methods.

2.5.2. Phase flipping

The two most common methods for CTF correction in CET are phase flipping
(which corrects the parts of the frequency domain data which have negative
contrast) and amplitude correction [7, 10, 11]. We also implemented and tested
amplitude correction using a Wiener filter approach, but we opted for phase-
flipping because this gives the best results under the chosen noise conditions.

To apply phase flipping to tilted specimens we developed the following ap-
proach. The TCTF is written in the form of Eq. (2.13), leading to a transfer func-
tion TTC T F given by Eq. (2.12). Subsequently, our CTF correction algorithm is
described by

V ′(x) =
∫

Î (q)sgn
(
TTC T F (q,x)

)
e−2πi q ·xdq, (2.16)

where V ′(x) is an estimate of V (x) and sgn(x) the sign function.

When we compare the result of CTF0 phase-flipping in Fig. 2.3A with the result
of TCTF phase-flipping of Eq. (2.16) in Fig. 2.3B we see a dramatic increase in
resolution at the edges of the specimen (x = ±500 nm). Around the tilt-axis (x =
0 nm) the difference between the two methods disappears because tilting the
specimen does not induce a significant difference in defocus.

2.5.3. Defocus-series

The zero-crossings of the CTF make it impossible to obtain a good estimate of
V (x) (from a single projection) because at these points in the Fourier domain all
information about the specimen is lost. A solution to this problem is to acquire a
defocus series after which the different projections can be combined to estimate
V (x) [29].

We propose to (also) apply this approach to tomography by acquiring a de-
focus-series at each tilt-angle of a tilt-series while not increasing the total dose.
The dose available for a certain tilt-angle is distributed over the defocus-series.
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Note that this does not influence the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the estimate
V ′(x) [30]. It will, however, result in lower SNR per recording which might hamper
the alignment procedure in practice. Assuming that a perfect alignment exists, we
investigated whether a defocus-series will result in an increased resolution.

We simulated a defocus-series of three different average defocus values: -0.5,
-1 and −1.5µm, at each tilt-angle. This choice was made to properly correct for
the first zero-crossing (q = 0.63 nm−1) at a defocus of −1µm. CTF correction for
defocus-series is usually done with a modified Wiener filter [29], our experience
with this approach is that it is too sensitive to noise. We chose an alternative
method which resembles phase flipping for a single projection. This requires
no regularisation and gives better results under our noise conditions. The CTF
correction for each defocus-series at a certain tilt-angle is given by

V̂ ′(q) =
∑

i V̂ ′
i (q)√∑

i
∫

Ti (q,x)2dx
, (2.17)

where the summation runs over the different defocus values and V̂ ′
i (q) is the FT of

V ′
i (x) =

∫
Îi (q)Ti (q,x)e−2πi q ·xdq.

This reduces to regular phase-flipping for a single, untilted projection.

In Fig. 2.3C we notice that distributing the dose at each tilt-angle over three
projections at different defocus values has the potential to increase the achievable
resolution compared to TCTF phase-flipping of a single projection as shown in
Fig. 2.3B. The advantage of the defocus-series based TCTF correction of Eq. (2.17)
is that it does not require regularisation and that it will not amplify noise because
the magnitude per spatial frequency stays fixed.

2.5.4. Influence of defocus accuracy

So far we have assumed that the exact defocus is known as an input to the CTF
correction step. In reality, the defocus needs to be estimated. It is therefore
important to investigate the sensitivity of the discussed methods to an error in
the defocus estimation. To this end we simulated a tilt-series with an underfocus
of 1µm and subsequently used a slightly different systematic defocus value for
CTF correction of the tilt-series. The results of these simulations are shown in
Fig. 2.4A.

Judging from Fig. 2.4A, a systematic error in defocus estimation on the order
of 50 nm is acceptable when using TCTF correction (possibly with defocus-series).
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Figure 2.4. Averaged NFC values as seen in Fig. 2.3 using the discussed CTF correction methods
but with an erroneous defocus for the CTF correction step. (A) Systematic defocus error for all
projections. (B) Positive values are closer to focus. Normal distributed defocus error for each
projection.

The thickness of the simulated specimen was 100 nm which also introduces an
ambiguity of the defocus for the TCTF method. CTF0 correction shows much less
dependence on an error in the defocus estimation. This result is expected since
for tilted specimens CTF0 correction based on an erroneous defocus value is still
valid for some parts of the projection.

Next to a systematic error in defocus estimation, the defocus for each projec-
tion in a tilt-series is not constant [10, 11]. We have also investigated the sensi-
tivity of CTF correction to these fluctuations by imposing a normal distributed
stochastic defocus error to each projection of the tilt-series. The result is shown
in Fig. 2.4B. When compared to a systematic defocus error (shown in Fig. 2.4A)
the effects are almost the same. Only for larger stochastic errors the influence is
slightly smaller.

2.6. Conclusions

We derived an analytical expression for the loss of resolution by using the pro-
jection assumption, i.e. ignoring the actual thickness of the specimen Eq. (2.9).
This estimated loss of resolution was verified by the simulation of projections
at different tilt-angles and specimen thicknesses. Eq. (2.9) can now be used as a
rule-of-thumb for estimating whether the projection assumption is sufficient to
image at a certain resolution, or alternatively to estimate up to which resolution
the TCTF is a good approximation to the 3DCTF. For actual acquisitions of a
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specimen with a certain thickness the transfer beyond a certain spatial frequency
is severely damped. With the help of Eq. (2.9) the signal-to-noise ratio of each
projection can now be increased by insertion of the correct objective aperture
that blocks the scattered waves above this frequency.

We successfully reduced the processing time required for computing the TCTF
by more than a factor 100. The processing time of the 3DCTF is reduced to the
time it takes to compute one Radon transform. We anticipate that this reduction
of processing time will commence the development of new iterative reconstruc-
tion algorithms which incorporate these models to improve the resolution of
reconstructed tomograms.

We used simulations to quantify the effects of the specimen thickness on the
accuracy of the TCTF and CTF0. This yields a first indication of the applicability of
the TCTF for specimens of finite thickness. In contrast to Philippsen et al. [6], who
used a direct inversion of projections simulated by the TCTF, we applied TCTF
correction to projections simulated by the 3DCTF. This approach is much closer
to reality and therefore provides a better view on the applicability of the TCTF for
CTF correction.

The approach taken by Philippsen et al. [6] and Winkler and Taylor [8] for
CTF correction is based on the direct inversion of the TCTF operator, without
regularisation and with truncated singular value decomposition respectively. We
proposed a new method for TCTF correction which resembles phase-flipping of
the CTF0. It does not require regularisation and cannot amplify noise. Further-
more, we also described a phase-flipping-like TCTF correction method for defocus
series. Finally we showed that these CTF correction strategies are successful in
increasing the resolution after tomographic reconstruction.

2.A. Taylor expansion of transfer functions

As an illustrative example we have worked out the first three terms of Eq. (2.14)
using the TT C T F (Eq. (2.12)) as a transfer function:

Î (q) = 2sin
(
χ(q)

)
Fx [V (x)]−

2cos
(
χ(q)

)(
πλq2 tanα

)
Fx [(x ·β)V (x)]−

sin
(
χ(q)

)(
πλq2 tanα

)2
Fx

[
(x ·β)2 V (x)

]
+ . . . . (2.18)
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Please notice that Eq. (2.18) is merely meant as an example to illustrate how
Eq. (2.14) should be interpreted. The TCTF can be implemented using the much
faster NUFFT algorithm described earlier.

In order to accurately describe the imaging model for thick tilted specimens,
the finite source-size envelope needs to be reconsidered. As derived by [17, Sec-
tion 6.4.2] the envelope function belonging to the effects of the finite source size
is

Ks(q) = exp

(
−

(∇χ(q)
)2 H 2

4ln2

)
= exp

(
−

(
πCsλ

2q3 −π∆ f q
)2
α2

i

ln2

)
,

where ∇χ(q) is the gradient of the aberration function, H = αi
λ , and αi is the

convergence angle. Since this envelope depends on ∆ f , it must be reconsidered
for thick and/or tilted specimens. We define the spatially varying finite source-size
envelope as

Ks,z (q, z) = exp

(
−

(∇χ(q)−πλzq
)2 H 2

4ln2

)
,

where z is the deviation from the average defocus. Applying Eq. (2.14) leads to

ÎKs (q) =
nmax∑
n=0

K (n)
s,z (q,0)

n!
Fx

[
(x ·β tanα)n I (x)

]
, (2.19)

where

K (n)
s,z (q,0)

n!
= ∂nKs,z (q, z)

∂zn

∣∣∣∣
z=0

1

n!
= Ks(q)

n∑
k=0

An,k
(∇χ(q)

)k
(

H

2
p

ln2

)k+n

,

and with

An,k =
(−1)

(
n−k

2

)
2k(

n−k
2

)
!k !

if n −k is even and k < n,

0 otherwise.

For the spatially variant envelope Eq. (2.19) we found that nmax = 4 is in most
circumstances sufficient.
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Fast, spatially varying CTF

correction in TEM
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Abstract
We have developed new methods for contrast transfer function (CTF) correction of
tilted and/or thick specimens. In order to achieve higher resolutions in cryo-electron
tomography (CET), it is necessary to account for the defocus gradient on a tilted
specimen and possibly the defocus gradient within a thick specimen. CTF correction
methods which account for these defocus differences have recently gained interest.
However, there is no global CTF correction method available to this date (to process
the entire field-of-view at once) which can use different inverse filters, e.g. phase-
flipping or Wiener filter, and which can do so within a reasonable time for realistic
image sizes. We show that the CTF correction methods presented in this article
correctly account for the spatially varying defocus, can employ different inverse
filters and are significantly faster (more than 50 times) than existing methods. We
provide proof-of-principle implementations of all the presented CTF correction
methods online.
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3.1. Introduction
Cryo-electron tomography (CET) is an essential tool to study the three-dimen-
sional (3D) structure of biological specimens at molecular resolution. To push the
achievable resolution beyond its current limitations, it is necessary to take more
details of the image formation into account.

Biological specimens are weak electron scatterers; the main source of image
contrast is therefore phase contrast. Deliberately imaging the specimen out of
focus allows the weakly scattered wave to interfere with the unscattered wave,
thereby generating contrast. In this weak-phase contrast regime, image formation
is for an important part described by the contrast transfer function (CTF). The
CTF is an oscillating function of the spatial frequency and depends, among other
parameters of the imaging system, on the applied defocus.

In CET many two-dimensional (2D) projections of the 3D structure of a spec-
imen are recorded at different tilt-angles. After acquiring such a tilt-series, one
estimates the 3D structure of the specimen using tomographic reconstruction.
Tilting of the specimen induces a defocus gradient perpendicular to its tilt-axis.
This defocus gradient has, up to recently, been considered to be too small to have
a significant influence on the resolution.

Recent advances in the technology of electron microscopy, together with the
challenges of imaging larger specimens, have put more demanding requirements
on the imaging models [1]. To achieve high resolution, the imaging models should
be accurate up to higher spatial frequencies. They have to include effects such
as the defocus gradient due to tilting of the specimen (resolution beyond 5 nm
[2]) but also the defocus differences due to the finite thickness of the specimen
(resolution beyond 1 nm [3]).

The influence of the defocus differences within a specimen on the reconstruc-
tion quality has been studied by various groups. Some studies focused on the
forward model for tilted, thin specimens [2–4]. Others take a local (strip/tiling)
approach to correct for tilted and thin specimens [4–7]. A few studies focused
on the defocus gradient along the projection direction [8–10]. All of these CTF
correction methods [2, 4–10], however, are either local approaches or very limited
in the choice of inverse filter (e.g. phase-flipping is not possible).

A practical drawback of the global approaches currently available is that they
are particularly slow for large image sizes (above 10242) with computation times
in the order of days. The allure of a global approach is that it does not require
fine-tuning of the size of a local neighborhood or stitching of local results. We
prefer these global methods for their elegance and show in this article that it is
possible to significantly decrease the required computation time.
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We derive two global methods for CTF correction of tilted and/or thick speci-
mens. Both methods can be used with different inverse filters (including phase
flipping and Wiener filtering) and employ fast algorithms. For large images (40962),
tilted CTF correction can be computed in a couple of hours on a modern worksta-
tion.

3.2. Theory
Image formation in CET is governed by the CTF. The CTF model assumes weak
interaction (Born approximation) and small scattering angles (weak phase). The
Born approximation allows us to treat each slice of the potential Vα (x, z) indepen-
dently. Each slice is convolved with the appropriate point-spread function (PSF),
which is the inverse Fourier transform of the CTF: F−1

q

[
H(q, z)

]
, where H(q, z) is

the CTF at an axial distance z from the center of the specimen, q = (qx , qy ) and
F−1

q is the inverse Fourier transform from q ∈ R2 to x ∈ R2. Finally, all slices are
added together to give the image intensity Iα(x). This leads to a model for the 2D
intensity map in the camera plane for a 3D specimen

Iα(x) =
∫

F−1
q

[
H(q, z)

]∗Vα (x, z)d z, (3.1)

where ∗ is the convolution operator which only acts on x and Vα (x, z) is the
potential of the (rotated) specimen at tilt-angle α in the microscope coordinates
(x, z).

The CTF is generally given by [11]

H(q, z) = 2sin
(
χ(q)−πλzq2) , (3.2)

with χ(q) = 2π
λ

(1
4Csλ

4q4 + 1
2∆ f λ2q2

)
the aberration function, Cs the spherical

aberration, ∆ f the defocus at the center of the specimen z = 0, z the axial coordi-
nate relative to the microscope, λ the electron wavelength and q = ∥∥q

∥∥. We use
the convention that underfocus implies ∆ f < 0.

Many different methods exist for tomographic reconstruction, of which back-
projection (BP) is the simplest. BP is known to overestimate the contribution
of low spatial frequencies. It is therefore common to incorporate an additional
filtering step which leads to filtered back-projection (FBP). Nevertheless, we will
use the BP algorithm to derive our algorithms in order to keep the notation as
simple as possible. Furthermore, the additional filtering step does not alter our
conclusions. At the end of this section we will indicate the steps required for the
additional filtering.
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Since we are working with tomography, we define two coordinate systems:
the specimen coordinates (x̃, z̃) and the microscope coordinate system (x, z). The
rotation between the two coordinate systems is defined by two variables: the tilt-
angle α and the orientation of the tilt-axis (azimuth) β. We relate the microscope
coordinates to the specimen coordinates using a rotation operator Rα:

V (x̃, z̃) =Rα [Vα(x, z)] , (3.3)

where V (x̃, z̃) is the specimen in specimen coordinates, and Vα(x, z) is the speci-
men in microscope coordinates. The specific form of the rotation operator is not
relevant for the rest of our derivations.

The BP method consists of three steps. The first step is the spreading-back
along the projection direction z for all projection angles α

Ispread,α(x, z) = Iα(x), (3.4)

where Iα(x) is an intensity map of the 2-dimensional spatial coordinate x. The
result of this operation is that Ispread,α is now a function of x and z, but invariant
along z. These kinds of functions are commonly referred to as ridge functions, a
term coined by Logan and Shepp [12]. The next step is to rotate all Ispread,α(x, z)
to the specimen coordinates (x̃, z̃) using the rotation operator Rα. The third step
is to add all spread-back and rotated contributions into a single volume:

BP (x̃, z̃) =∑
α

Rα

[
Ispread,α(x, z)

]
dα. (3.5)

In electron tomography the available tilt-angles are usually limited to ±70◦, result-
ing in the well-known missing wedge artifacts in the reconstruction volumes.

3.2.1. Three-dimensional CTF correction

To account for the defocus dependence of the CTF, Jensen and Kornberg proposed
the defocus-gradient correct back-projection (DGCBP) method [8], to which we
will refer as three-dimensional CTF (3DCTF) correction. This method introduces
the following extra step between Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)

I3DCTF,α(x, z) =F−1
q

[
Hinv(q, z)

]∗ Ispread,α(x, z), (3.6)

where Hinv(q, z) is the inverse filter (which approximates 1/H(q, z)) as a function
of z. The convolution operator ∗ only acts on x. Similar to Eq. (3.1), Eq. (3.6)
treats each slice in the z-direction independently. For a rigorous mathematical
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justification of 3DCTF correction, see Kazantsev et al. [10]. The computational
complexity of 3DCTF as described in Jensen and Kornberg [8] and Kazantsev et al.
[10] is relatively large because the 3D volume I3DCTF,α(x, z) needs to be computed
for each tilt-angle and subsequently rotated and added to BP (x̃, z̃).

We now take the first step towards an efficient algorithm via the 3D Fourier
transform of Eq. (3.6)

Î3DCTF,α(q, qz ) =Fz
[
Hinv(q, z)

]∗qz Fx,z
[
Ispread,α(x, z)

]
, (3.7)

where ∗qz is a convolution in qz only. Notice that the convolution in Eq. (3.6),
which acts only on x, is replaced by a multiplication. However, the Fourier trans-
form is also carried out along the z-direction, resulting in a convolution operator
in qz . Since Ispread,α is constant along z, Fx,z

[
Ispread,α(x, z)

]
can be replaced by

Fx [Iα(x)]δ(qz ). The convolution in qz results in

Î3DCTF,α(q, qz ) =Fz
[
Hinv(q, z)

]
Fx [Iα(x)] . (3.8)

Due to the periodic nature of the CTF H (q, z) (from Eq. (3.2)) as a function of z,
we can rewrite Eq. (3.8) into a special form. The sin(az)-like behavior of the CTF
results in a Fourier transform in the form of two δ-functions at δ(qz±a). In general,
the Fourier transform for periodic functions consists of a set of equidistant δ-
functions. We assume that the inverse filter Hinv(q, z) can be expanded as a sum
of sin(anz). Therefore, we can state that

Fz
[
Hinv(q, z)

]= ∑
n=±1,±3,...

i a(n)e−i nχ(q)δ(qz − 1

2
nλq2), (3.9)

where a(n) ∈C is a set of coefficients depending on the type of inverse filter.

Inserting Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.8) and using the notation Îα(q) =Fx [Iα(x)] leads
to

Î3DCTF,α
(
q, qz

)= ∑
n=±1,±3,...

i a(n)e−i nχ(q) Îα
(
q
)
δ(qz − 1

2
nλq2). (3.10)

This is one of the central results in this article as it will lead us to a computationally
efficient implementation of CTF correction.

We derived the coefficients a(n) for three different inverse filters. The first,
HC T F

inv , is included as an illustrative example only,

H CTF
inv (q, z) = 1

4
H(q, z), (3.11)
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H PhaseFlip
inv (q, z) = 1

2
sgn

(
H(q, z)

)
, (3.12)

H Wiener
inv (q, z) = H(q, z)(

H(q, z)
)2 +b2

where b ∈R+, (3.13)

aC T F (n) =


1
4 if n = 1,

−1
4 if n =−1,

0 otherwise,

aPhaseFlip(n) = 1

nπ
,

aWiener(n) = sgn(n)

(√
1+ (b/2)2 − (b/2)

)|n|
2
√

1+ (b/2)2
.

3.2.2. Truncation of Fourier series

In order to make Eq. (3.10) useful for actual computation, the summation needs
to be truncated. The summation in this equation runs over all odd numbers. For
large n, however, the coefficients a(n) will approach zero for all functions which
we might consider for CTF correction. Furthermore, for all square-integrable
functions, the sum of |a(n)|2 will always be finite. Using Parseval’s identity, the
relative error due to truncation of the Fourier series is given by

E(N ) = 1

M

∞∑
|n|>N

|a(n)|2, (3.14)

where {n ∈Z : n is odd and |n| > N } and M =∑∞
m |a(m)|2 is a summation over all

odd m.

For phase-flipping Eq. (3.12) and Wiener Eq. (3.13) filter, we have worked out
Eq. (3.14):

E(N )PhaseFlip = 2

π2ψ1 (N /2+1) ,

E(N )Wiener =
(
b/2−

√
1+ (b/2)2

)2N+2
,

where ψ1 is the trigamma function.
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Truncation of the Fourier series is therefore justifiable when the relative trun-
cation error E(N ) passes below a certain threshold ε:

Î3DCTF
(
q, qz

)≈ ±N∑
n=±1,±3,...

i a(n)e−i nχ(q) Îα
(
q
)
δ(qz − 1

2
nλq2), (3.15)

where N is the smallest odd integer for which E(N ) < ε.

The advantage in computational complexity of Eq. (3.15) over Eq. (3.6) is the
sparsity of Î3DCTF

(
q, qz

)
. This complexity can be reduced even further by applying

the rotation and summation of Î3DCTF
(
q, qz

)
into B̂P (q̃, q̃z ) in the Fourier domain

as outlined below.

3.2.3. Direct Fourier reconstruction

The most common technique for tomographic reconstruction is real-space back-
projection. In essence, Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.4) are computed simultaneously by
interpolation in the spatial domain. Some of the advantages of this technique are
that the implementation is straightforward and parallelizable and that real-space
interpolation does not produce additional artifacts.

An alternative technique, called direct Fourier reconstruction, is not so com-
monly used. This technique relies on accurate interpolation in the Fourier domain.
Since this interpolation is not straightforward and prone to errors, Fourier domain
reconstruction is primarily used to explain the theory behind back-projection.
However, when implemented correctly, the results of direct Fourier reconstruction
and those obtained by real-space back-projection are of similar quality.

How direct Fourier reconstruction works is explained below. The effect of the
spreading-back operation in Eq. (3.4) is to put the Fourier transformed projection
on a plane in the 3D Fourier domain of the reconstruction volume. The rotation
and summation in Eq. (3.5), when transformed to the Fourier domain, results in an
identical rotation and summation of the individual contributions. Therefore, the
task of direct Fourier reconstruction is to put the Fourier transformed projections
on tilted planes into a single 3D (Fourier) space. In reality, however, all our
measured data is discretized and we only have a limited number of projections. As
a result, most of the data points that must be added to the reconstruction volume
do not end up on a (rectangular) grid point, making interpolation necessary.
Direct Fourier reconstruction relies on a suitable interpolation method otherwise
very strong artifacts appear. We use the non-uniform fast Fourier transform
(NUFFT) [13] as interpolation method in the Fourier domain. Fig. 3.1A gives a
simple illustration of direct Fourier reconstruction.
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3.2.4. Implementation of 3DCTF correction

Algorithm 1 Fourier domain implementation of 3DCTF correction

Allocate Fourier domain of reconstruction volume V̂
for all projections Iα in tilt-series do

Îα← Fourier transform Iα
create rotation matrix R
for all q do

compute χ(q)
for all n ∈Z such that n is odd and |n| ≤ N do

compute a(n)
put i a(n)Îα(q)e−i nχ(q) at R(q,−1

2 nλq2)T in V̂
end for

end for
end for
V ← inverse Fourier transform V̂

The reason to introduce direct Fourier reconstruction is that Eq. (3.10) sug-
gests an efficient Fourier domain implementation of 3DCTF correction. Instead
of putting the Fourier transformed projections onto tilted planes, we suggest to
put the same data on tilted parabola with different phase and amplitude factors.
The phase factors correspond to the phase factors of the CTF (i e−i nχ(q)), the
amplitude factors are given by a(n). The different parabola are constituted by
δ(qz − 1

2 nλq2) in Eq. (3.10). We use the NUFFT [13] to put the data on these tilted
parabola. We use a type 1 NUFFT, which allows the reconstruction of a signal
from Fourier domain data which has been sampled at non-uniform locations. The
reconstruction from non-uniformly sampled Fourier domain data is conceptually
the same as putting data on tilted parabola in the Fourier domain. Figs. 3.1B&C
give a visual representation of 3DCTF correction via Eq. (3.10). To fully clarify our
implementation, Alg. 1 provides the corresponding pseudo-code.

3.2.5. CTF correction for tilted and thin specimens
In the previous subsection, we introduced a new algorithm for full three-dimen-
sional CTF correction. Here we will introduce an approximation to Alg. 1 which is
specifically designed for thin specimens.

In CET, the specimen under investigation is typically thin compared to the
field-of-view (∼ 100 nm compared to > 1µm). For these thin specimens, the
defocus difference due to the finite thickness can be ignored (up to a certain
resolution [3]). It is therefore quite common to separate the (back-)projection of
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α

½λq²

½λq² tan α

A B

C

C

Figure 3.1. Fourier domain representation of the CTF correction methods. (A) Direct Fourier
reconstruction puts the Fourier transformed projections on planes in the Fourier domain. It is clear
that for discrete data, the data points ( ) in general do not form a rectangular grid. (B) & (C) A
visual representation of 3DCTF correction Eq. (3.10) ( ) and TCTF correction Eq. (3.19) ( ) when
combined with direct Fourier reconstruction. For comparison, the data points used by regular CTF
correction Eq. (3.21) are presented in ( ). The detail in (C) shows the series expansion of Eq. (3.10)
and Eq. (3.19), respectively perpendicular to and along the central section. Data points ( and )
located further away from the in-plane data point receive smaller weights. For clarity, only those
points relative to a single data point of the projection are shown. Notice that relative distances have
been greatly exaggerated to illustrate the method.
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the specimen from the influence of the CTF. For untilted specimens this means
that the defocus is assumed to be constant throughout the specimen. However,
even an infinitely thin specimen can have a large defocus gradient over the field-
of-view due to tilting. In order to account for this defocus gradient, Philippsen
et al. [2] derived the tilted contrast imaging function:

Îα
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂proj,α

(
q− 1

2
λq2β tanα

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂proj,α

(
q+ 1

2
λq2β tanα

)
, (3.16)

where Vproj,α(x) is the projection of the specimen potential along the z-direction
of the microscope and V̂proj,α(q) its Fourier transform. β is a unit-vector perpen-
dicular to the tilt-axis β= (cosβ, sinβ). β denotes the orientation of the tilt-axis
(azimuth). We will refer to Eq. (3.16) as tilted CTF (TCTF). One of the advan-
tages of the TCTF is that it separates the projection of the specimen from the
CTF. As a result, the TCTF is a function of the (geometrically) projected speci-
men which allows a more efficient implementation than Eqs. (3.6) and (3.10). For
thick specimens, on the other hand, we showed in the previous section that the
(back-)projection procedure cannot be separated from the CTF correction.

The difference between the TCTF Eq. (3.16) and a CTF for untilted specimens
is the shift of ∓1

2λq2 tanα in the Fourier domain. To correct for the TCTF, we
should correct not only for the phases ±i e∓iχ(q) but also for the shifts in the
Fourier domain. An approximation to the solution is to reapply the TCTF to the
projections Îα. For the very simple inverse filter of Eq. (3.11) and in case of untilted
and thin specimens it is easy to show that the forward model is essentially the
same as the CTF correction. Hence, in order to correct for the CTF, the CTF is
applied again. For spatially varying CTF models, however, this approach is only
partially correct.

For the TCTF, the forward model differs from the corresponding CTF because
of the combination of spatial dependence due to the tilt and the delocalization
effects of the CTF. In the formalism of Philippsen et al. [2], this difference can be
seen from the shifts in the Fourier domain which are proportional to ∓1

2λq2 tanα.
When the TCTF is reapplied, the shifts in the Fourier domain do not cancel each
other completely due to the dependence on q [2, 14]. This difference in shifts is
visualized in Fig. 3.2.

If we use Fig. 3.2 as a reference, it is straightforward to modify the forward
model of the CTF (Eq. (3.16)) into a simple CTF correction method with an inverse
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V̂proj,α

Îα

ÎTCTF0,α

qq− q+

Figure 3.2. An overview of the shifts in the Fourier domain of the TCTF Eq. (3.16) and TCTF0

correction Eq. (3.17). Each point in Îα is related to two equidistant points in V̂proj,α. Similarly, each

point in Îα is related to two equidistant points in ÎTCTF0,α. In contrast, ÎTCTF0,α is related to two

points in Îα which are not equidistant.

filter similar to Eq. (3.11):

ÎTCTF0,α

(
q
)= 1

4
i e−iχ(q−) Îα

(
q−

) − 1

4
i e iχ(q+) Îα

(
q+

)
, (3.17)

where q− and q+ are implicitly defined as

q−+ 1

2
λq2

−β tanα= q,

q+− 1

2
λq2

+β tanα= q. (3.18)

The quadratic equations of Eq. (3.18) formally have two solutions. However, only
one solution is within the range of q that are captured in TEM since

∥∥λq
∥∥ ¿ 1.

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the relation between q∓ and q.

As an alternative to analyzing the shifts in the TCTF forward model, TCTF
correction can be derived from the model of 3DCTF correction. We use the
concept that a thin specimen has relatively slow variations in the q̃z direction of
its Fourier domain, where q̃z is along the z̃ direction in specimen coordinates. For
infinitely thin specimens it is trivial to show that its Fourier domain is constant in
the q̃z direction.

From the theory of direct Fourier reconstruction, we learned that the Fourier
transform of a projection yields a tilted plane in the Fourier domain (the dashed
line in Fig. 3.1C). To approximate 3DCTF correction (the circles in Fig. 3.1C), we
shift δ(qz ∓ 1

2 nλq2) of Eq. (3.10) onto the projection plane. This shift is carried out
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along the q̃z direction of the specimen (see Fig. 3.1C). The assumption that the
specimen is thin, and therefore slowly varying in the Fourier domain along q̃z , per-
mits shifting along this direction. The delta-peaks move to δ(q∓ 1

2 nλq2β tanα).

The general form of the TCTF correction method is

ÎTCTF,α
(
q
)= ∑

n=±1,±3,...
i a(n)e−i nχ(qn) Îα

(
qn

)
, (3.19)

where a(n) ∈C is a set of filter coefficients and qn is given by

qn + 1

2
nλq2

nβ tanα= q. (3.20)

Whereas the 3DCTF correction method of Eq. (3.10) is a 3D function in (q, qz ),
TCTF correction is applied to the projections Iα(x). Hence, we have successfully
separated the (back-)projection from the CTF correction.

3.2.6. Implementation of the TCTF

The implementation of Eq. (3.19) for discrete datasets is not straightforward. The
difficulty lies in the shifted sample locations qn in the Fourier domain. As these
sample locations do not form a regular grid, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can
no longer be used to compute Îα

(
qn

)
. This problem is similar to those encoun-

tered when implementing Eq. (3.16). For Eq. (3.16), however, there already exists
an efficient implementation which uses the non-uniform fast Fourier transform
(NUFFT) [3]. Although a similar approach can be used to implement the TCTF, a
more elegant solution is presented here.

The NUFFT used to implement the forward TCTF in Voortman et al. [3] allows
fast computation of sample points in the Fourier domain at arbitrary locations
(called type 2 NUFFT by Greengard and Lee [13]). For TCTF correction we propose
to use a different kind of NUFFT, which allows the reconstruction of a signal from
Fourier domain data which has been sampled at non-uniform locations (type
1 NUFFT). The procedure for Eq. (3.19) is to use the data Îα(qn) (which is on a
regular grid), multiply each point with its appropriate phase factor i a(n)e−i nχ(qn)

and finally place it at ÎTCTF,α
(
qn + 1

2 nλq2
nβ tanα

)
. Whereas in the implementation

of Eq. (3.16) we sample at non-uniform locations and transform to a regular grid
q, for Eq. (3.19) we take qn on a regular grid and combine these points at non-
uniform locations q in ÎTCTF,α.

The pseudo-code for TCTF correction is given in Alg. 2. A visual representation
is given in Fig. 3.1B&C.
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Algorithm 2 Fourier domain implementation of TCTF correction

Allocate Fourier domain of CTF corrected projection ÎTCTF,α

Îα← Fourier transform Iα
for all q do

compute χ(q)
for all n ∈Z such that n is odd and |n| ≤ N do

compute a(n)
put i a(n)Îα(q)e−i nχ(q) at q − 1

2 nλq2 in ÎTCTF,α

end for
end for
ITCTF,α← inverse Fourier transform ÎTCTF,α

3.2.7. Regular CTF correction

In this article we compare TCTF correction (Eq. (3.19)) and 3DCTF correction
(Eq. (3.10)) to spatially invariant CTF correction. The latter we will refer to as
regular CTF correction. For completeness, we write regular CTF correction in the
same form as Eqs. (3.19) and (3.10), i.e. expanded in a Fourier series:

ÎC T F,α
(
q
)= ∑

n=±1,±3,...
i a(n)e−i nχ(q) Îα

(
q
)

, (3.21)

where a(n) ∈ C is a set of filter coefficients. Notice that even though Eqs. (3.10)
and (3.19) look very similar to Eq. (3.21), there are some important differences.
Eq. (3.10) is a 3D function and explicitly depends on qz . Eq. (3.19) is a function of
qn which implicitly depends on q and the tilt-angle α.

3.2.8. Weighting

The difference between filtered back-projection (FBP) and back-projection (BP)
is the additional filtering step. This filter is required because BP overestimates
the contribution of the low spatial frequencies. In our implementation of direct
Fourier reconstruction, we weight the data with a ramp filter before putting it on
a tilted plane in the Fourier domain of the reconstruction volume.

We also added a filtering step to Alg. 1 by weighting Îα(q) with
∥∥q

∥∥, thereby
ignoring the minute difference between

∥∥q
∥∥ and

∥∥(q,−1
2 nλq2)T

∥∥, respectively
q and q

√
(1+1/4 n2λ2q2). More sophisticated filtering methods can be imple-

mented in a similar manner. For our simulations, however, a simple weighting
with

∥∥q
∥∥ was sufficient.
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3.3. Results
In this article two new CTF correction methods are introduced: 3DCTF correction
(Eq. (3.10)) and TCTF correction (Eq. (3.19)). In this section we will use simulated
images to test whether the presented methods produce the desired results and
assess the improvement in speed.

To simulate projections, a specimen model is required. Since our goal is
to evaluate the different correction methods, the specimen model was kept as
simple as possible. We used spherical, phase-contrast objects with a diameter of
2.6 nm. The spheres were simulated using an error-function (normal cumulative
distribution) of the radial coordinate with a standard deviation σ= 0.18 nm. This
sharp edge was used to show the differences in step-response of the different
correction methods.

The projections were simulated using the 3DCTF since this method accu-
rately models the spatially varying defocus of a 3D specimen [3]. We simulated
a tilt-series of 141 projections (tilt-angles were uniformly distributed between
±70◦). The simulated microscope parameters were ∆ f = −1µm, λ = 2.5 pm
(HT = 200 kV), Cs = 2 mm. No envelopes were simulated and no noise was added.
The 3D (x, y, z) model was reduced to 2D (x, z) slices perpendicular to the tilt-axis.
Without loss of generality, this reduces the processing time while maintaining the
full complexity of the problem.

Simulations were performed using Matlab (The MathWorks, USA) and the
DIPimage toolbox (TU Delft, The Netherlands; http://www.diplib.org), a pub-
licly available image-processing toolbox for Matlab. The algorithms introduced in
the previous section and all the scripts that were used to generate the following
results can be found online (http://www.diplib.org/add-ons).

3.3.1. Comparison of CTF correction methods
To compare the two newly presented CTF correction methods with the traditional
regular CTF correction, we simulated projections and processed these images
using the three different correction methods. In order to differentiate between the
spatially varying behavior of the correction methods, we placed phase-contrast
spheres at three different locations. One sphere was placed at the center of
the specimen (x̃ = z̃ = 0); this coincides with the tilt-axis. At this location the
defocus does not change and we expect very similar results for the different
correction methods. One sphere was displaced horizontally from the center
(x̃ = 500 nm, z̃ = 0). At this location the defocus is correctly modeled by the TCTF
and the 3DCTF. Finally, one sphere was displaced vertically from the center (x̃ = 0,
z̃ = 250 nm), this defocus is only modeled correctly by the 3DCTF.
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Figure 3.3. Phase contrast test sphere (diameter = 2.6 nm) after tomographic reconstruction with-
out CTF correction and for three different CTF correction methods, at three different locations.
A Wiener filter was used for all three correction methods (regularization parameter b = 0.2). The
artifacts present in the images marked with an ∗ are primarily due to the missing wedge and the
regularization of the Wiener filter. ∆ f = −1µm, λ= 2.5 pm, Cs = 2 mm. The final row shows recon-
structions with only missing wedge artifacts, i.e. no CTF was used to simulate the projections and
no CTF correction was applied.
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Figure 3.4. The influence of different CTF correction methods on a complex test object, composed
of small solid spheres and spherical shells of varying diameter, which are placed around the tilt-axis.
All images presented are slices in the (x, z) plane. For three different locations zoomed-in results
are shown. The specimen (far left) is used to simulate projections using the 3DCTF method. The
second column shows the tomographic reconstruction without CTF correction. In the last three
columns the effect of the three different CTF correction methods after reconstruction is shown.
Around the tilt-axis (location 1) the three correction methods give similar results. Away from the
center on the z = 0 plane (location 2) only TCTF correction and 3DCTF correction give satisfactory
results. Only 3DCTF correction gives a good reconstruction above the tilt-axis (location 3; when
|z| > 0). ∆ f = −1µm, λ= 2.5 pm, Cs = 2 mm
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We used a Wiener filter for all three correction methods. The regularization
coefficient in Eq. (3.13) was set to b = 0.2. The Fourier series of the filter was
truncated at N = 13 (in Eqs. (3.10), (3.19) and (3.21) respectively).

Fig. 3.3 shows a comparison of the three different CTF correction methods:
regular CTF correction (Eq. (3.21)), TCTF correction (Eq. (3.19)) and 3DCTF cor-
rection (Eq. (3.10)). The first two methods process the projections, which are then
used for tomographic reconstruction. We used Direct Fourier reconstruction as
tomographic reconstruction method. In contrast, 3DCTF correction is an integral
part of the tomographic reconstruction.

The results in Fig. 3.3 clearly show that the three correction methods behave
as predicted. The object in the center (left column in the figure) is reconstructed
equally well for all three methods. The artifacts that are still visible can be at-
tributed to the missing wedge and the regularization of the Wiener filter.

As expected, regular CTF correction does not give satisfactory results for
objects displaced horizontally or vertically. The vertically displaced object is less
affected, since the absolute distance to the center is smaller.

TCTF correction accurately accounts for the defocus differences of the hori-
zontally displaced object but not for the vertically displaced object. The vertically
displaced object suffers from more artifacts after TCTF correction than after regu-
lar CTF correction. This is caused by the fact that at high tilt-angles (±70◦), the
error in defocus made by the TCTF method (z̃/cos(α)) is almost nine times larger
than the error made by regular CTF correction (z̃ cos(α)). However, this effect
only occurs close to the center of the specimen. Furthermore, the horizontal
displacement is usually of much larger influence than the vertical displacement.

Finally, in the third row of Fig. 3.3 one can clearly see that the 3DCTF correc-
tion method correctly accounts for all the defocus differences throughout the
specimen.

The results shown in Fig. 3.3 use a test object which is as simple as possible.
This helps in identifying the differences between the CTF correction methods.
Nevertheless, due to the simplicity of the test object the practical implications are
difficult to discern. Fig. 3.4 shows results similar to Fig. 3.3 but for a more complex
test object.

3.3.2. Different inverse filters

The CTF correction methods described in this article can employ different inverse
filters by changing the weighting coefficients a(n) in Eqs. (3.10), (3.19) and (3.21).
Fig. 3.5 shows the results of three different inverse filters. The bright halo (visible
in Fig. 3.5A) and the small dip around the center of the object (visible in Fig. 3.5B)
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Figure 3.5. Differences between different inverse filters, for a test sphere in the middle of the
specimen. The different inverse filters and corresponding coefficients are given in Eqs. (3.11), (3.12)
and (3.13). (A) Reconstruction slice after tomographic reconstruction. (B) Intensity profiles on a
tilted line (70◦) through the middle of the test sphere. (C) Corresponding inverse filters used. The
truncation of the Fourier series (N = 13) results in some oscillations on the filter response.
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Figure 3.6. The TCTF forward model (Eq. (3.16)) can be used as an approximation to the corre-
sponding TCTF correction method (Eq. (3.17)). At high resolutions, the TCTF forward model suffers
from overshoot artifacts.

are noticeably reduced when using a phase-flipping filter instead of the CTF filter.
Using a Wiener filter reduces these artifacts even further.

The Fourier series of the phase-flipping and Wiener filter was truncated at
N = 13. This can be seen in Fig. 3.5C; some oscillations are visible in the filter
responses. However, we did not see any visual difference in the reconstruction
result when increasing N beyond 13. Nevertheless, we measured the difference
between a truncated Fourier series of the filter and the original filter; these results
were in agreement with Eq. (3.14).

3.3.3. Implementation details of TCTF correction

Earlier in this article we made an effort to point out the difference between the
forward model of the TCTF (Eq. (3.16)) and the corresponding TCTF correction
method (Eq. (3.19)). This difference has been noted in several studies [2, 14], but
these studies concluded that this difference only occurs at resolutions too high
to be of practical interest. We agree with this statement, but we think it is worth
mentioning that our solution for TCTF correction is quite elegant and not more
complicated or obscure than its forward model counterpart.

Fig. 3.6 shows that using the TCTF forward model as a correction method does
not give a correct result at high resolutions (> 2 nm−1). This can be seen from the
overshoot around the edges and the asymmetry in the reconstruction. It is clear
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Table 3.1. Average run-times for different CTF correction methods. The Fourier series of the TCTF
correction method Eq. (3.19) (Alg. 2) and the 3DCTF correction method Eq. (3.10) (Alg. 1) were
truncated at different values of N (as given by Eq. (3.15)). The two reference methods are a TCTF
correction method using Tikhonov regularization and a 3DCTF correction method using a real
space implementation. Regular CTF correction (Eq. (3.21)) and direct Fourier reconstruction are
included for comparison. Notice that some values are in minutes (m), some in hours (h) and some
in days (d).

Image size (pixel) 10242 20482 40962

Method Runtime

Regular CTF corr. 1.0 (m) 3.2 (m) 11.6 (m)

TCTF corr, N=7 10 (m) 37 (m) 2.4 (h)
TCTF corr, N=15 20 (m) 1.2 (h) 4.7 (h)
TCTF corr, Tikhonov 9.2 (h) 5.1 (d) 69 (d)

Direct Fourier rec. 22 (m) 2.7 (h) 22 (h)
3DCTF corr, N=7 55 (m) 4.9 (h) 31 (h)
3DCTF corr, N=15 93 (m) 7.5 (h) 42 (h)
3DCTF corr, real space 20 (h) 7.2 (d) 62 (d)

Values are extrapolated from run-time averages of 100 image slices. Each slice is projected at 141
tilt-angles. Standard deviations were all below 5% with the exception of the first row (20%, 13%,

3%) and second row (6%, 3%, 4%).

that TCTF correction as described by Eq. (3.19) and Alg. 2 reduces the overshoot
significantly and gives a symmetric result.

3.3.4. Speed improvement

The methods presented in this article were designed to be faster than previously
presented global methods. We implemented the two methods described here
(Alg. 1 and Alg. 2) and also two reference methods. Comparing methods based
on their computation time can be difficult due to implementation differences.
Nevertheless, the results give an indication of the relative computation times of
the different methods as the differences span several orders of magnitude.

All methods were implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks, USA). Without
loss of generality, the 3D (x, y, z) specimen was reduced to a set of 2D (x, z) slices
perpendicular to the tilt-axis. For each 2D slice, a tilt-series of 141 one-dimen-
sional projections with a maximum tilt-angle of ±70◦ was simulated. Processing
times were evaluated on a PC equipped with an Intel X5550 quad-core 2.66 GHz
processor and 24 GB RAM. The processing times of the one-dimensional projec-
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tions were scaled to resemble the computation of a full tilt-series where the 2D
projections have a square image size.

We could not find a suitable candidate for benchmarking the TCTF correction
method presented here (Alg. 2). Alternative methods were either fundamentally
different (i.e. strip/tile-based [5–7] instead of processing the entire image) or too
slow [15] to provide a meaningful comparison (for more details see the discussion
section). Therefore, we implemented Tikhonov regularization, a well-known
linear regularized inversion method. See Appendix 3.A for a very brief description
of the regularization. Table 3.1 shows that the method presented in this article
clearly outperforms the reference method, especially for large image sizes.

We compared our 3DCTF correction as described in Alg. 1 to a method similar
to the one presented in Jensen and Kornberg [8] and Kazantsev et al. [10]. This
method evaluates Eq. (3.6) for each tilt-angle in real-space before summing up
contributions from all angles. Table 3.1 shows that the reference method (real-
space 3DCTF correction) is up to 48 times slower than Alg. 1 (N = 7, image size
= 40962). The computation times scale almost linear in the number of iterations
(N ) used for the series expansion of the filter. For a very low number of iterations
(N = 1), the computation times are close to those of direct Fourier reconstruction
(not shown); this is due to the similarities between both methods.

3.3.5. Global vs. local

In the previous subsection we discarded local CTF correction methods as a suit-
able candidate for a speed comparison. Local approaches, however, are currently
the standard in the field. For example the program CTFPHASEFLIP [6] as incorpo-
rated in the widely used software package IMOD [16] (http://bio3d.colorado.
edu/imod/), uses a local approach. Here we provide an example where there is a
distinct difference between a local and our global method.

Fig. 3.7 shows the difference between the global TCTF correction method
as presented in Alg. 2 and the local CTFPHASEFLIP program. In this example
the local method produces artifacts because the size of the strips is of the same
order as the size of the point spread function corresponding to the CTF. Even
though the tilt-angle is small (α= 10◦) and the influence of the defocus gradient
is negligible, artifacts appear simply because the image is divided into strips. It is
clear that similar artifacts do not occur for all setups and depend on the particular
setting of the parameters. Nevertheless, for a certain width of the strips, these
artifacts will appear eventually when the resolution is increased sufficiently. The
solution would be to increase the width of the strips but this drastically increases
the computation time and is currently not possible using CTFPHASEFLIP.
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Figure 3.7. Difference between local and global TCTF correction methods. The test image consists
of randomly oriented rods of 5.6 nm length. (A) (x, y) projection without CTF. (B) projection after
global TCTF correction Alg. 2. (C) projection after (local) tilted phase flipping using CTFPHASEFLIP,
which is part of IMOD. (D) difference between (B) and (C). The tilt-axis is horizontal. In contrast to
horizontal rods, vertical rods are reconstructed the same in (B) and (C) and are therefore not visible
in the difference image (D). ∆ f = −2µm, λ= 2.5 pm, Cs = 0 mm, tilt-angle α= 10◦, pixel size = 1 Å.
The parameters for CTFPHASEFLIP were set such that stripPixelNum = 128, interPixelNum = 32.
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3.4. Discussion
The motivation for our research on spatially varying CTF correction was primarily
a need for speed as today’s global correction algorithms are too slow for practical
application. Table 3.1 shows a significant improvement for both new correction
methods compared to their reference methods. It is interesting to note, consid-
ering that TCTF correction is followed by direct Fourier reconstruction, that for
low values of N the difference in computation time between TCTF correction and
3DCTF correction becomes relatively small.

How large N needs to be, can be estimated using Eq. (3.14), given a certain
desired accuracy. Under typical noise conditions, the Wiener filter requires a fair
amount of regularization, which results in a smooth filter response. Therefore,
N = 7 is usually sufficient for a Wiener filter. For a phase-flipping filter, more
orders are required due to the sharp transitions in the filter response. Especially
at low spatial frequencies, the approximation of the phase-flipping filter can have
a considerable effect.

The presented CTF correction methods assume that the defocus at the tilt-axis
does not change throughout the tilt-series. Recent studies, however, showed that
this assumption is not realistic and that the variation of the defocus needs to
be accounted for [6, 7]. Nevertheless, the presented CTF correction methods
treat each projection independently, accounting for a known varying defocus is
therefore a trivial modification.

A popular alternative to filtered back-projection (FBP) is the simultaneous
iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). Even though we only considered FBP
in this article, the choice of tomographic reconstruction method is not essential.
Especially for the TCTF correction method, the CTF correction step is simply a
pre-filtering step after which any reconstruction method can be used. We are
currently investigating the possibilities for and influence of 3DCTF correction in
an iterative reconstruction scheme.

The decision to use Tikhonov regularization as reference method in Table 3.1
was due to the lack of alternatives. In the past few years a number of strip-based
TCTF correction methods have been presented [5–7]. These methods rely on the
subdivision of the image into strips or tiles of approximately equal defocus. Bench-
marking against these strip/tile-based methods is difficult due to the parameters
that can and must be tweaked (i.e. strip width and number of strips). Depending
on the implementation, we expect the computation time of strip-based meth-
ods to be of the same order of magnitude as our TCTF correction method. For
example, the computation time of CTFPHASEFLIP varies between much shorter
and slightly longer than the computation times of our global TCTF correction
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approach. The speed of this local method strongly depends on the particular
setting of its parameters, which also dictate the obtainable accuracy.

Furthermore, the example in Fig. 3.7 shows that the tweaking of parameters in
strip-based CTF correction methods can have a significant effect on the accuracy
of the result. This is one of the reasons why one should prefer global methods over
local (strip-based) methods if possible. In addition, an alternative to strip-based
methods is also of scientific interest in the developing field of spatially varying
CTF correction.

We also considered the TCTF correction approaches as presented in Philippsen
et al. [2] and Winkler and Taylor [15] to benchmark against. These two approaches
are based on the direct inversion of the TCTF operator, without regularization and
with truncated singular value decomposition respectively. We regard methods
without regularization to be unsuitable for realistic scenarios in which noise ne-
cessitates the use of regularization. Our experience with truncated singular value
decomposition is that for large image sizes (i.e. 40962) it is too slow to be practical.

By changing the coefficients a(n), the presented CTF correction methods can
employ different inverse filters. This makes it possible to use phase-flipping, a
popular inverse filter. However, one can now also think of new inverse filters
simply by choosing different weights a(n). Furthermore, it is even possible to out-
put reconstruction volumes for each order n and assign the weights dynamically
when summing the volumes.

3.A. Tikhonov regularization
We implemented Tikhonov regularization to benchmark the computation times
of our TCTF correction method described in Alg. 2. The TCTF forward model
Eq. (3.16) is rewritten as a set of linear equations: Ax = b, where the vectors x and
b are discretized representations of the projected potential V̂proj,α(q) and image
intensity Îα

(
q
)

respectively. The objective of Tikhonov regularization is to find x
which minimizes ‖Ax−b‖2 +‖λx‖2, where λ is the regularization parameter and
‖ ·‖ is the Euclidean norm. This inverse problem has an explicit solution:

x̂ = (
AT A+λ2I

)−1
AT b, (3.22)

where I is the identity matrix.
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Abstract
The projection assumption (PA) and the weak-phase object approximation (WPOA)
are commonly used to model image formation in cryo-electron microscopy. For
simulating the next step in resolution improvement we show that it is important to
revisit these two approximations as well as their limitations. Here we start off by
inspecting both approximations separately to derive their respective conditions of
applicability. The thick-phase grating approximations (TPGA) imposes less strict
conditions on the interaction potential than PA or WPOA and gives comparable
exit waves as a multislice calculation. We suggest the ranges of applicability for
four models (PA, PA+WPOA, WPOA, and TPGA) given different interaction poten-
tials using exit wave simulations. The conditions of applicability for the models
are based on two measures, a worst-case (safest) and an average criterion. This
allows us to present a practical guideline for when to use each image formation
model depending on the spatial frequency, thickness and strength of the interaction
potential of a macromolecular complex.
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4.1. Introduction
Quantitative forward modeling of image formation and the simulation of images
is becoming increasingly important in order to optimize the data acquisition
strategy, facilitate reconstruction schemes, improve image interpretation and
resolution, and provide insight into ways to improve instrumentation. An accurate
description of the interaction between incident electrons and the specimen is
one of the important steps in forward modeling, contrast transfer function (CTF)
correction and 3D reconstruction in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM).

In cryo-EM, incident electrons with typical energies of 80-300 keV interact
with the electrostatic interaction potential (IP) of the specimen, i.e. macromol-
ecules that are similar in density to the surrounding vitreous ice. In order to
describe the electron-specimen interaction (analytically) two approximations
are often made: the weak-phase object approximation (WPOA) and the projec-
tion assumption (PA). The WPOA holds for weakly scattering objects [1] and
the PA assumes that the exit wave from the specimen can be computed via the
projected IP of the whole specimen [2]. Both approximations rely on the small
angle approximation [3] and are frequently used at the same time. Applying both
approximations greatly simplifies the computational complexity of forward mod-
eling and 3D reconstruction and therefore they have been implemented in most
software packages for single particle analysis (SPA) and electron tomography (ET)
[4–9].

These approximations have, of course, limitations as they cannot account
for, e.g. the curvature of the Ewald sphere or multiple scattering events [10];
effects which become more critical for high resolution imaging. In materials
science high resolution electron microscopy (HREM), where atomic resolution is
attained on certain specimens, a multislice calculation [2] is commonly used to
overcome the limitations of the aforementioned approximations in modeling the
transmission of the electron wave through the specimen. There, the specimen
is divided into slices and propagation of the electron wave can be interpreted
as a successive transmission and propagation through each slice until the wave
leaves the specimen. The PA must hold within each slice and therefore, it is also
important to formulate a quantitative criterion to determine the appropriate
slice thickness. The multislice approach has been rarely used in cryo-EM [11, 12],
mainly because of the lower resolution of cryo-EM compared to HREM. Due to
the need for higher resolution in cryo-EM, it is important to revisit the WPOA and
PA and investigate their applicabilities.

The thick-phase grating approximation (TPGA) was introduced in HREM
of perfect crystals in 1962 [13, 14], but to the best of our knowledge, it has not
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received much attention since. They provided rough indications for the validity
of various approximations depending on the thickness and atomic number of
the crystals. In Gibson [15], the multislice (MS) method was used to discuss the
breakdown of the PA in HREM of amorphous samples and the consequence of the
breakdown on the measurement of microscope parameters, especially spherical
aberration. In Jap and Glaeser [16] the ranges of validity for the WPOA for organic
crystals are discussed in terms of thickness, resolution and incident electron
energy. Although they use a quantitative measure (dissimilarity factor [17]), only
single scattering approximations were considered.

Here, we introduce TPGA to the field of cryo-EM and discuss its potential
benefits. We provide practical boundaries to various approximations based on
the thickness, strength and frequency of the interaction potential map.

4.2. High-energy electron and specimen interaction

To discuss the validity of the PA and WPOA it is convenient to start from the
stationary one-body Schrödinger equation with a correction for the relativistic
mass and wavelength of the electron (see e.g. Vulović [18]). This is permitted
for elastic scattering processes as inter alia i) the Hamiltonians of the electron
and the specimen can be separated because the incident electrons have a much
higher energy than the interaction energy of the particles within the specimen, ii)
spin-spin interactions may be neglected, and iii) the electron current in cryo-EM
is so low that effectively only one electron interacts with the specimen at the same
time, which guarantees independence of all incident electrons. Below we will
shortly recapitulate the formulae commonly used in HREM [2, 14].

4.2.1. Small angle approximation

The stationary one-body Schrödinger equation for the electron wave function in
a closed system is given by(

− ħ2

2m
∇2

r +eV (r )

)
ψe(r ) = Eeψe(r ), (4.1)

where −ħ2/(2m)∇2
r is the Hamiltonian of the incident high-energy electron, which

in this case represents its kinetic energy, V (r ) the interaction potential, ħ the
reduced Planck constant, m the relativistic mass of the electron, e the electron
charge, r = (x, y, z) = (ρ, z) the position,ψe the electron wave function, and Ee the
energy of the incident electron.
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The incident electron travels (spirals) predominately along the optical axis,
i.e. the z-direction. The specimen constitutes a relatively small perturbation to
this motion. Therefore the total electron wave function ψe(r ) can be written as
a product of a plane wave traveling in the z-direction and a wave function Ψ

which varies slowly with z, i.e. ψe(r ) =Ψ(r )e i kz , with the wave vector k = 2π/λ=p
2mEe/ħ, and λ the wavelength. Now it follows from Eq. (4.1)(

∇2
ρ+∂2

z +2i k∂z − 2me

ħ2 V (r )

)
Ψ(r ) = 0. (4.2)

Given the assumptions that the energy of the incident electron is high and that
Ψ varies slowly with z, it holds that |∂2

zΨ| ¿ |k∂zΨ| and k2 À k2
x +k2

y , which is
known as the small angle approximation. With the definition of the interaction
constant σ=λme/(2πħ2), this leads to

∂zΨ(r ) =
(

iλ

4π
∇2
ρ+ iσV (r )

)
Ψ(r ) . (4.3)

Taking the 2D Fourier-transform in ρ = (x, y) we get our common starting point
for all further approximations

∂zFρ [Ψ] =−iλπq2Fρ [Ψ]+ iσFρ [V Ψ] , (4.4)

in which the Fourier-transform is defined as Fρ[ f (ρ)](q) = ∫
f (ρ)e−2πiρqdρ.

4.3. Bounds to PA and WPOA
To solve Eq. (4.4) analytically, further simplifications are needed. Two common
approximations in cryo-EM are the projection assumption (PA) and the weak-
phase object approximation (WPOA), where the latter is also known as kinematic
approximation [19]. These two approximations lead to four different models
describing the electron-specimen interaction. Below we will provide rules-of-
thumb when to use each of these models.

Without loss of generality it is assumed that before the wave function Ψ is
scattered by the potential V it has a constant magnitude and zero phase. The
magnitude of the incident wave is conveniently set to 1. The scattered part of the
wave function Ψsc is then given by Ψ= 1+Ψsc .

Contrast in cryo-EM is formed predominately by phase contrast [10]. Because
scattering by a constant V0 is identical to rescaling the wavelength, i.e. adding a
constant phase factor to the incident electron wave, elastic scattering from the
mean bulk potential does not contribute to contrast generation. Since we are
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interested in that part of the scattering process that produces contrast, we subtract
the mean bulk potential. This is known as the quasi-kinematic approximation
[19].

4.3.1. Projection assumption

When the specimen is sufficiently thin, the projection assumption (PA) is com-
monly used [2]. Then the propagation term of Eq. (4.3) is small compared to the
interaction term, i.e. | iλ

4π∇2
ρΨ|¿ |iσV Ψ|. From Eq. (4.3) it follows

∂zΨ(r ) = iσV (r )Ψ(r ) ⇒Ψ= exp

{
iσ

∫ z

−∞
V d z ′

}
, (4.5)

which leads to the exit wave

Ψexit = exp{iσVz } , (4.6)

with the projected potential Vz =
∫ ∞
−∞V d z. The validity of the PA was addressed

by Ishizuka and Uyeda [20]. They argue that the potential should not vary signifi-
cantly over a distance dr ≥

p
λ∆z/(2π), where ∆z is the thickness of the specimen.

Here, we will define a quantitative criterion for the validity of the assumption
based on the Fresnel number. We define it in analogy to optics as F =∆r 2/(λ∆z)
[21], where ∆r is the voxel size of the discretized potential map. Note that the
regime F À 1 corresponds to ray optics and F ≥ 1 to the small angle approxima-
tion. If we assume Nyquist sampling of the potential map, we have q < 1/(2∆r )
and the spatial frequencies up to which the projection assumption holds, is given
by

q ¿
√

1/(4λ∆z). (4.7)

In the above considerations there is no requirement for weak scattering. In
this case, the absolute value of the potential is not relevant and the PA can also
be valid for a strong-phase object. Note that the PA is also known as phase-object
approximation or phase-grating approximation [3, 14].

4.3.2. Projection assumption and weak-phase object approximation

If the scattering is weak, which is the case for most atoms in biological samples,
the weak-phase object approximation (WPOA) σVz < 1 can be used. When both
PA and WPOA hold, Eq. (4.6) can be approximated by

Ψexit = 1+ iσVz +O (σ2V 2
z ) . (4.8)
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Since σVz < 1 leads to a scattered wave Ψsc < 1, the above result can also be
obtained by substituting Ψ= 1 into the rhs. of Eq. (4.5) giving ∂zΨ= iσV . We will
refer to Eq. (4.8) as PA+WPOA.

4.3.3. Weak-phase object approximation

The applicability of the WPOA depends on how well exp{iσVz } can be approxi-
mated by a first order Taylor series expansion with µ=σVz ,

e iµ = 1+ iµ+O (µ2) . (4.9)

The relative residual in orders m or higher is given by

p(m,µ) = e−µ
∞∑

n=m

µn

n!
, (4.10)

where e−µ normalizes the total sum p(0,µ) to 1. If we allow for a maximum of
e.g. 5 % in second and higher order terms, we solve p(2,σV ) = 0.05 to find

σVz < 0.36. (4.11)

We will use this condition for applying the WPOA.

Note that Eq. (4.10) is identical to the probability of multiple scattering events
described by a Poisson distribution with scattering probability µ= d/Λ, in which
d is the path length and Λ the mean free path [22]. This allows the interpretation
of the different orders O (σVz ) as scattering events.

In a typical cryo-EM experiment, the macromolecular complex is embedded
in vitreous ice whose thickness is larger than the thickness of the macromolecular
complex. If we assume that vitreous ice is characterized by a bulk mean potential
Vice > 0, the process of multiple scattering by a constant Vice can be neglected in
the quasi-kinematic approach. Therefore, the condition given by Eq. (4.11) can
only be applied to the mean-subtracted projected potential.

When the resolution of the potential map is too high to allow satisfying the PA
condition, we can still use the WPOA. Furthermore, using only the WPOA results
in an easy to implement algorithm for forward modeling. With the assumption
σVz < 1 or equally Ψsc < 1, Eq. (4.4) can be solved as follows

∂zFρ [Ψ] =−iλπq2Fρ [Ψ]+ iσFρ [V ]

⇒Fρ [Ψ] = 1+ iσ
∫ z

−∞
e−iλπq2z ′

Fρ [V ]d z ′
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Fρ [Ψexit] = 1+ iσ
∫

V (ρ, z)e−2πi
(
ρq+ 1

2λq2z
)
dr

Ψexit = 1+ iσF−1
ρ

[
F [V ]

(
q,λq2/2

)]
. (4.12)

Here F [V ] is the 3D Fourier transform of the potential evaluated at coordinate
(q,λq2/2), with q = (qx , qy ). Computing the 3D Fourier-transform sampled on the
parabola (q,λq2/2) can be done accurately and fast, as in Voortman et al. [23].

4.3.4. Thick-phase grating approximation

The limitations of the PA and WPOA can be overcome by the thick-phase grating
approximation (TPGA) [13, 14]. Initially developed for perfect crystals with respect
to both diffraction and imaging, the TPGA applied to cryo-EM represents the
fourth combination resulting from the PA and WPOA and gives the following
forward model

Ψexit = exp
{

iσF−1
ρ

[
F [V ]

(
q,λq2/2

)]}
. (4.13)

The advantage of this combination is that in the limit of F À 1, Eq. (4.13) converges
to Eq. (4.6) and in the limit of σV ¿ 1, Eq. (4.13) converges to Eq. (4.12). This
means we get the corresponding image models of PA or WPOA directly from the
above equation in their respective limits.

The approximations of Eqs. (4.6), (4.8) and (4.12) were derived in a similar
way in Treacy and Dyck [3]. Quantitative useful conditions for the validity of the
approximations of Eqs. (4.11) and (4.7) are presented here. Their advantages will
be demonstrated below.

4.4. Results

4.4.1. Hemoglobin

Here we investigate the validity of the PA and WPOA for Lumbricus terrestris
erythrocruorin (earth worm hemoglobin - PDBid 2GTL) interacting with 80 keV
electrons. This is a representative sample in terms of scattering power and size
in cryo-EM. The interaction potential (IP) is computed as the sum of isolated
atomic potentials. The atomic potential is calculated as the Fourier transform of
the electron scattering factor which is parameterized as a weighted sum of five
Gaussians [24]. All samples in this analysis are embedded in vitreous ice (ρ =
0.93 g/cm3) which was modeled as a continuous medium. A detailed description
of how the IP is constructed can be found elsewhere [12].
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Fig. 4.1 shows the validity of both approximations for this sample as a function
of spatial frequency for various slice thicknesses. The graph shows the maximum
value of the projected IP for a given slice thickness that we computationally ex-
tracted from the middle of the full IP. By doing so we can simulate the influence of
the sample thickness and hereby indirectly the influence of the potential strength
on the validity of the assumptions. The thickness of the slices was varied from 2.0
to 32.5 nm, eventually containing the entire specimen.

The values on the σVz -axis are calculated using the maximum projected po-
tential of a slice extracted from the middle of the full map. We show one line
for a potential map sampled at 1 Å (green) and one at 3 Å (blue) which are given
by Eq. (4.7), i.e. the Fresnel number is equal to one. The uncertainty of the plot-
ted values due to specimen orientation is depicted by the shaded area around
the lines. Left/below of the respective lines the PA starts becoming suitable,
whereas right/above it is violated. As given by Eq. (4.11), below the horizontal
line σVz = 0.36 the WPOA holds. For the full potential map sampled at 1 Å (green
circle), neither PA nor WPOA hold, whereas for the potential map sampled at 3 Å
(blue circle) the WPOA is satisfied and the PA is found to be right at the border.
We see from Fig. 4.1 that the criteria for WPOA and PA are easier fulfilled for low-
frequency potential maps (e.g. when the potential is blurred by beam-induced
movements, CTF and/or the camera transfer). For comparison we show in Fig. 4.1
the quasi-kinematic (QK) and the kinematic (K) potentials as circles and trian-
gles, respectively. The kinematic potential represents the absolute strength of
the potential, while the quasi-kinematic potential refers to the mean-subtracted
potential relevant for the generated phase contrast. Here we used the max(σVz )
as condition for the ranges of application for the different approximations, which
gives a so-called worst-case (safest) condition.

4.4.2. Exit waves of a tubulin tetramer

For a tubulin tetramer (TT) constructed from PDBid 1SA0 (∆z = 27 nm) we show
in Fig. 4.2A the computed phase of the exit wave after interaction with 80 keV
electrons using the four approximations discussed above: PA, PA+WPOA, WPOA
and TPGA. The potential map was sampled at 1 Å. In order to better visualize the
effect of the approximations, we show in Fig. 4.2B the differences of the four exit
waves with a reference. This reference is computed by a multislice (MS) approach
inspired by Kirkland [2]. Since we use the MS method here only for computing the
reference, the slice thickness is set equal to the resolution of the potential map.
In the difference images of Fig. 4.2B we observe that the TPGA is nearly identical
to the MS reference, whereas the WPOA shows deviations mostly in the stronger
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Limitations of WPOA and PA for hemoglobin at 80 kV
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Figure 4.1. Validity of the PA and WPOA for hemoglobin interacting with 80 keV electrons for various
slice thicknesses. The green and blue lines depict the boundary given by the Fresnel number F = 1
(compare Eq. (4.7)) for a potential map sampled at 1 Å and 3 Å respectively as a function of slice
thickness. For each thickness, one slice is computationally extracted from the middle of the full
IP (not to be confused with the multislice method). The shaded area around the lines denotes the
variation due to possible slice orientations. The WPOA is valid below the red line, σVz < 0.36, while
the PA starts to hold for regions left/below to the blue or green line depending on the sampling
of the map. The circles indicate the full map of hemoglobin at the respective sampling in the
quasi-kinematic (QK) approach, whereas the triangles show the kinematic approach (K).

phase parts. For the PA we see deviations especially at the periphery of TT and, of
course, for the combined PA+WPOA the deviations are the largest.

4.4.3. Synthetic amorphous test specimen
We simulate exit waves of a synthetic test specimen using Eqs. (4.6), (4.12), (4.8)
and (4.13) to study the validity of the predicted limits for the cases PA and WPOA.
For the cases PA+WPOA and TPGA we want to investigate where the limits of the
validity of these combined approximations lie. Our derived conditions of Eqs. (4.7)
and (4.11) are functions of the maximum spatial frequency, thickness and strength
of the interaction potential. Therefore, a synthetic test potential must have these
properties as well. The simplest potential that fulfills these criteria is a low-pass
filtered Gaussian white-noise specimen of a specified thickness. This synthetic
specimen resembles an amorphous material such as a carbon film.

The criterion for the WPOA Eq. (4.11) depends on the strength of the interac-
tion potential. But since we are only interested in the scattering that produces
phase contrast, the mean bulk potential can be ignored (quasi-kinematic). As a
consequence σVz is not well defined as 〈σVz〉 = 0. An alternative is to consider
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Figure 4.2. (A) Simulated phases of exit waves of a tubulin tetramer (HT = 80 kV) using the PA via
Eq. (4.6), WPOA via Eq. (4.12), PA+WPOA via Eq. (4.8) and TPGA via Eq. (4.13). (B) Difference image
of the exit waves in (A) and the exit wave computed with a MS approach. Graph inserts show the
intensity along the line. The intensity scale bar indicate the phase of the exit wave subtracted by its
mean.
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max(|σVz |) as we did in section 4.4.1. This measure, however, depends for the syn-
thetic test specimen on its spatial extent in (x, y). Therefore, we will examine the
standard deviation std(σVz ) for our synthetic test specimens. For potential maps
of a macromolecule, the std(σVz ) depends on the size of the (vacuum) bounding
box, in contrast to max(|σVz |), which does not.

To test the applicability of the different approximations we again compare the
four simulated exit waves against the MS reference. To quantify the difference
between two exit waves we use the normalized mean squared error (MSE), where
the standard deviation of the reference exit wave is used for normalization. This
normalization is necessary to ensure a proper comparison of MSEs originating
from exit waves with varying std(σVz ). Fig. 4.3A shows the result of thresholding
the MSE at 10%. We find a horizontal boundary for the WPOA and a vertical
boundary for the PA, as expected from Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.11). The combined
models have boundaries which asymptotically approach the individual (WPOA
and PA) approximations. In Fig. 4.3B a sketched version depicts the qualitative
results in terms of regions where the different approximations hold.

In addition to the conditions that quantify the applicability for our synthetic
specimen (Fig. 4.3), we want to make a reproducible classification of the approxi-
mations for actual three-dimensional potential maps of macromolecules based
on their potential properties. Therefore, we need to estimate the potential proper-
ties such that a synthetic specimen with that specification behaves similar to the
actual potential under the different approximations (i.e. results expressed in simi-
lar MSEs against a MS reference). In Fig. 4.3A we show the characteristics of three
macromolecules (ribosomal subunit from haloarcula marismortui - PDBid 1FFK,
earth worm hemoglobin and TT) sampled at a 1 Å and 3 Å voxel size.

For the characteristic properties of each potential map we must calculate
i) the maximum spatial frequency, ii) the thickness, and iii) the strength of the
interaction potential. These properties can be ambiguous for a macromolecular
potential as e.g. the size of the bounding box of the complex influences std(σVz ).
As a solution we propose i) to retrieve the maximum spatial frequency by finding
the 65th percentile of the 2D power spectrum of Vz , ii) to obtain the thickness
by first computing std(V (ρ, z)) as a function of z, then finding the 2.5 and 97.5th

percentile (i.e. the top and bottom of the protein respectively), and iii) to estimate
the strength of the IP by masking any background from the map, then finding
the 80th percentile of the histogram of |Vz −〈Vz〉 |. The corresponding values for
the three macromolecules are depicted in Fig. 4.3A (star, triangle and diamond).
The specific values for each percentile were chosen such that a synthetic spec-
imen with the estimated properties yields similar MSEs as the actual potential.
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Figure 4.3. The applicability (at HT = 80 kV) of the PA, PA+WPOA, WPOA, and TPGA. (A) Boundaries
for each approximation where different lines represent different specimen thickness. Lines indicate
10% MSE error of the respective approximations with a MS reference. Left/below the boundary the
approximation holds for a particular thickness. Three protein-complexes potentials map (ribosome,
hemoglobin, TT) sampled at 1 Å and 3 Å are included (see main text for details). (B) A sketched
diagram showing the qualitative results of (A). The various striped regions depict region where each
approximation holds.
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The aim of the above procedure is to transfer the general conclusions from syn-
thetic test specimens to actual macromolecular potentials. This procedure allows
other macromolecules to be classified into regions based on the boundaries of
applicability as depicted in Fig. 4.3A.

Now we see in Fig. 4.3 that the three proteins sampled at 3 Å satisfy both the PA
and WPOA and are close to the PA+WPOA boundary. When sampled at 1 Å the PA
is not satisfied and only TT satisfies the WPOA. The hemoglobin results agree with
those shown in Fig. 4.1. Judging from Fig. 4.2, which shows TT, we could conclude
that the WPOA is violated for some parts of the molecule. In Fig. 4.3, however, we
see that on average TT satisfies the WPOA. This apparent contradiction is due to
the fact that Fig. 4.3 is computed from the average measure std(σVz ), instead of
max(|σVz |) in Fig. 4.1.

4.5. Discussion

In this article we proposed quantitative criteria for the applicability of the PA
(via the Fresnel number) and WPOA (via the probability of multiple interactions)
in phase contrast cryo-EM. In Cowley and Moodie [13] rough indications were
provided for the validity of various forward approximations in HREM depending
on the thickness and atomic number of the crystals. Depending on the magnitude
of the error one considers acceptable, their boundaries (evaluated at one spatial
frequency) are consistent with our criteria.

Here, in addition to the MS approach, the proposed criteria motivate the
existence of four models describing the electron wave propagation through the
specimen (PA, PA+WPOA, WPOA, and TPGA). The choice of the model depends
on the strength, frequency content and thickness of the interaction potential
map. Furthermore, the TPGA is applied here to realistic specimen models in the
cryo-EM field.

The MS method is the most accurate of the aforementioned methods and was
utilized as a reference. The reasons for the little usage of MS in cryo-EM [11, 12]
are related to the lower resolution of the structures studied by cryo-EM compared
to HREM, and because it leads to a more complicated inverse problem in 3D
reconstruction. Potential difficulties of the 3D reconstruction based on MS can
be partially avoided by using a directly invertible approximation (e.g. WPOA or
PA+WPOA) in the first iteration of a typical iterative reconstruction scheme. As
shown in Fig. 4.2, the simulations indicate that the direct TPGA approach gives
nearly identical exit waves as a recursive MS calculation. We expect, however, that
TPGA can be advantageous for 3D reconstructions due to its invertibility and the
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possibility to utilize the non-uniform fast Fourier transform in the sampling of
the Ewald sphere [23, 25].

For sake of completeness it should be mentioned that in materials science the
projected charge density approximation (PCDA) [14, 26] is also used. The PCDA
provides a linear expression between the intensity and projected charge density,
but assumes that the CTF is parabolic. In cryo-EM, PCDA is usually violated owing
to much higher defocus values compared to materials science. For example, at
300 kV and 1-2 µm defocus, the frequency up to which PCDA is satisfied (10 %
error) would be around 3-4 nm−1. This is not sufficiently accurate for SPA; for
tomography, a higher defocus needs to be employed limiting the validity of the
PCDA to frequencies lower than 6-12 nm−1.

The presented simulations of an amorphous test specimen serve as a practical
reference to facilitate the model choice for electron wave propagation through an
actual macromolecule such as hemoglobin, ribosome, or tubulin. The accuracy
of each approximation depends on the properties of the potential under investi-
gation. In order to describe the relevant potential properties we introduced two
measures: max(|σVz |) and std(σVz ). The former represents the worst-case (safest)
boundary and the latter an average boundary for which the approximations hold.

We deliberately present all our results for HT = 80 kV because for higher HT
(shorter wavelength), the approximations given by Eqs. (4.11) and (4.7) are relaxed
asσ∝λ. The criteria for WPOA and PA are also easier to satisfy for potential maps
of lower resolution (compare Figs. 4.1 and 4.3). Note that we do not make claims
about the resolution in the final recorded images as it depends for a large part on
the electron count, beam-induced movements, CTF, and camera characteristics.
It is, however, clear that the electron-specimen interaction model needs to be
accurate up to spatial frequencies as least as high as the resolution of the final
image.

Under typical circumstances inelastic scattering influences the total contrast
and we do not record pure phase contrast. Nevertheless, the findings in this article
are important since phase contrast is the primary contrast mechanism in cryo-EM
[1]. In our analysis the mean value of the IP was subtracted (quasi-kinematic
approach) since it does not contribute to the phase contrast. For inelastic scatter-
ing, modeled as the imaginary part of the IP [19], the mean potential cannot be
neglected since it damps the magnitude of the exit wave. Here, only the relative
difference between exit waves is analyzed. Therefore, damping due to the mean
imaginary potential does not influence our findings. Nevertheless, the contrast
in the final images does depend on inelastic scattering which requires a deeper
investigation.
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Although amorphousness of the vitreous ice would be apparent in the sim-
ulated images of the exit waves, we modeled the ice as a constant background.
In Vulović et al. [12] it has been shown that for typical electron fluxes in cryo-EM
(< 100 e−/Å2), the influence of the solvent amorphousness in the final images can
be neglected. Any averaging technique to enhance the SNR would blur out the
structural noise.

As practical conclusions we find that, when simulating images at resolutions
of ∼ 5 Å, the applicability of the PA and WPOA needs to be re-considered. Here, the
TPGA offers an excellent solution, as an alternative to the multislice approach. For
tomograms with typical resolutions> 30 Å, the PA and WPOA are generally applica-
ble. In single particle analysis, structures are being obtained up to 3.3 Å resolution
[27] and are expected to improve further given advances in hardware develop-
ments such as direct electron detectors and phase plates. At those resolutions
the PA and WPOA may be violated depending on the size of the macromolecule,
whereas the TPGA again offers a good and fast alternative. The implementation of
the exit wave simulations is freely available for non-commercial use upon request.
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Abstract
Cryo-Electron Tomography (CET) is the only available technique capable of charac-
terizing the structure of biological macromolecules in conditions close to the native
state. With the advent of subtomogram averaging, as a post-processing step to CET,
resolutions in the (sub-)nanometer range have become within reach. In addition
to advances in instrumentation and experiments, the reconstruction scheme has
improved by inclusion of more accurate contrast transfer function (CTF) correction
methods, better defocus estimation, and better alignments of the tilt-series and
subtomograms. To quantify the importance of each contribution, we have split the
full process from data collection to reconstruction into different steps. For the pur-
pose of evaluation we have acquired tilt-series of ribosomes in such a way that we
could precisely determine the defocus of each macromolecule. Then, we simulated
tilt-series using the InSilicoTEM package and applied tomogram reconstruction
and subtomogram averaging. Through large scale simulations under different con-
ditions and parameter settings we find that tilt-series alignment is the resolution
limiting factor for our experimental data. Using simulations, we find that when
this alignment inaccuracy is alleviated, tilted CTF correction improves the final
resolution, or equivalently, the same resolution can be achieved using less particles.
Furthermore, we predict from which resolution onwards better CTF correction and
defocus estimation methods are required. We obtain a final average using 3198
ribosomes with a resolution of 2.2 nm on the experimental data. Our simulations
suggest that with the same number of particles a resolution of 1.2 nm could be
achieved by improving the tilt-series alignment.
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5.1. Introduction
Cryo-electron tomography (CET) is an essential technique to study the structure of
macromolecules in situ, i.e. embedded in their native environment. A typical CET
acquisition consists of a thin specimen that is tilted in order to acquire projections
of the specimen at different angles. These projections are then used to reconstruct
a three-dimensional (3D) volume. A major problem of this technique is radiation
damage imposed by the electrons onto the specimen. This limits the amount
of electrons that can be used for imaging which results in very noisy images.
Nevertheless, this restriction can be overcome using subtomogram averaging. If
a specimen contains many copies of an identical structure, the reconstructed
subvolumes of these structures can be aligned and averaged to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the final reconstruction. Prerequisites for subtomogram
averaging are that these copies can be identified in the reconstructed volume and
aligned.

Projections in CET are intentionally recorded with underfocus. This defocus-
ing allows contrast-generating interference of the undiffracted beam with the
beam that is phase-shifted by the specimen. The contrast transfer function (CTF)
describes the contrast transfer due to aberrations such as defocusing, astigmatism
and spherical aberration. In effect, the CTF is an oscillating function of spatial
frequency and depends on the defocus. These oscillations result in contrast in-
versions at certain spatial frequencies. Therefore, it is necessary to correct for
the oscillations in order to interpret structures at a resolution beyond the first
zero-crossing.

Recently, different studies tackled a number of problems associated with CET.
Due to the extremely low SNR per projection, defocus estimation requires either
a special averaging technique [1, 2], using magnification correction [3] or a new
acquisition procedure [4]. Due to the tilted geometry, required for tomography,
CTF correction needs to account for the defocus gradient perpendicular to the tilt-
axis [1–3, 5–8]. Furthermore, some researchers studied CTF correction methods
that consider the defocus gradient within the specimen along the optical axis
[7, 9, 10]. Using these methods together with subtomogram averaging, Eibauer
et al. [4] reported a resolution of 1.68 nm on mycobacterial membrane protein
MspA.

Similar to single-particle analysis (SPA) [11], the resolution after subtomogram
averaging depends on the number of particles but also on the accuracy of defo-
cus estimation, CTF correction method as well as tilt-series and subtomogram
alignment. In order to get a better understanding of what is currently limiting the
resolution, it is needed to quantify the influence of the different processing steps.
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In this study we investigate the influence of defocus estimation, CTF correc-
tion, tilt-series alignment and subtomogram alignment using primarily simu-
lations. We use an extended acquisition scheme to determine the defocus and
defocus gradient for each projection in a tilt-series, providing us with orienta-
tion and planarity of the sample and thus the defocus at the position of each
macromolecule. We acquired experimental data using this scheme and simulate
tilt-series which match the experimental conditions. After subtomogram averag-
ing, we show that the experimental data is in good agreement with the simulations.
Using these simulations we quantify the influence of defocus estimation and CTF
correction, but also tilt-series alignment and subtomogram alignment on the
resolution.

5.2. Experimental methods

5.2.1. Protein purification and sample incubation

E.Coli MRE600 were cultured up to an OD600 of 1.0. Then the cell membranes
were disrupted in a French Press and the ribosomes were purified following the
protocol described in Fechter et al. [12].

The EF-G gene was inserted in E.Coli following the procedure introduced by
Dümmler et al. [13]. BL21 E.Coli cells, transformed with the EF-G fuse gene, were
cultured in LB medium at 37 ◦C up to an OD600 of 0.7. The expression of the EF-
G was induced upon administration of isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG). Four hours after induction the cells were harvested and the pellet dissolved
in a buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.1, 5% glycerol, 700 mM NaCl, 6 mM
β-mercapto-ethanol, 0.1 mM PMSF and 0.1 mM benzamidine. The cells were
then lysed by sonication and the debris and cell-membranes were removed by
centrifugation (13000 rpm, 45 min). The EF-G was separated by the contaminants
present in the lysate loading the cell extract in a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-
NTA) chromatographic column. The column was washed with 5 volumes of buffer
containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.1, 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 20 mM Imidazole,
6 mM β-mercapto-ethanol, 0.1 mM PMSF and 0.1 mM benzamidine and then the
EF-G was eluted with a buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.1, 300 mM NaCl,
5% glycerol, 300 mM imidazole, 6 mM β-mercapto-ethanol, 0.1 mM PMSF and
0.1 mM benzamidine.

The purified 50S, 30S and EF-G were dialysed in separate membrane against
the same buffer: 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl of pH 7.5, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 1 mM DTT .
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Equimolar amounts of 50S and 30S E.coli Ribosome were incubated for one
hour with t-RNA fMet and m-RNA in a dialysis buffer. In another vial, with the
same buffer composition, we incubated a 1.3 times excess of EF-G with a 10 times
excess of fusidic acid. Then we mixed the solutions of the vials together in a
10mM MgCl2 buffer in order to obtain the 70S complex bound to t-RNA fMet and
m-RNA and locked to EF-G by fusidic acid administration. 5µL of 0.3 mg/mL
of the complex were applied to glow-discharged quantifoil grids. The excess of
liquid was blotted away in a vitrobot (FEI Company, 4 sec blot time, Force 0, 100%
humidity, 25 ◦C) and then the grid was flash-frozen in liquid ethane cooled down
by liquid nitrogen.

5.2.2. Data acquisition and reconstruction

Single axis tilt-series were collected at 300 kV, with a Titan microscope (FEI Com-
pany) equipped with a Falcon direct electron detector at NeCEN (www.necen.nl).
The pixel size is 3.748 Å; the spherical and chromatic aberrations are both 2.7 mm,
the objective aperture 100µm, while the energy spread and illumination aper-
ture are 0.7 eV and 0.03 mrad, respectively. To facilitate the estimation of defocus
and orientation of the specimen, we made use of an extended acquisition pro-
tocol. The extended acquisition protocol is described in detail in Appendix 5.B.
We acquired projections from −60◦ to +60◦, with an angular increment of 2◦, a
total dose around 78 e−/Å2 and a requested underdefocus of 4.5µm. CTF correc-
tion was performed using our previously developed publicly available toolbox
[7, http://www.diplib.org/add-ons]. The tilt-series were reconstructed into
tomograms using the standard IMOD procedure [14, 15] after gold-bead tracking
and rigid alignments. The mean residual provided by IMOD from all gold markers
was 1.83 pixels.

The tilt-series alignment included solving for all tilt-axis rotations, all magnifi-
cations and grouped tilt-angles. Distortions or local-alignments were not used.
We selected the best four reconstructions based on optimal defocus estimation
and lowest residual in tilt-series alignment.

For particle picking we followed the standard PyTom procedure [16]. We
used a template of a ribosome (EMD-1920, Elmlund et al. [17]) filtered to 4 nm in
order to localize similar structures in the tomogram using cross-correlation. The
ribosomes were sorted from the false positives based on their shape. After this
cleaning procedure we obtained 3198 ribosome particles.

After particle picking, the location and orientation of each particle were re-
fined using PEET [18]. As an initial template we used a reference potential low-
pass filtered to 5 nm. The reference potential was generated from a high resolution
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X-ray structure as deposited within the RCSB Protein Data Bank (for details see
section 5.3.1). We iteratively refined the orientation estimate using 6 steps with
4× binning, followed by two steps with 2× binning and one final orientation
refinement step on unbinned data.

We filter the averaged subvolume to correct for the damping of high spatial
frequencies due to the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the camera and pro-
cessing artifacts. This is done by weighting the angular-averaged power-spectra
of the reconstructed volumes to match the angular-averaged power-spectra of
the simulated interaction potential of the ribosome. This effectively amplifies
the high spatial frequencies. After weighting of the power-spectra, the volumes
were low-pass filtered to the resolution found by thresholding the Fourier shell
correlation (FSC) calculated on two half datasets to 0.143.

5.3. Simulations

5.3.1. Tilt-series

An advantage of using a simulator of TEM images is that it models the outcome
of the data acquisition for many combinations of experimental parameters. We
used the InSilicoTEM simulator [19] to generate tilt-series with similar imaging
conditions (defocus, dose, magnification) as in our experimental data in order
to investigate the influence of defocus estimation, tilt-series alignment, sub-
tomogram orientation estimation, and number of particles on the final resolution.

We simulated six tilt-series each containing 600 ribosome particles. As in the
experiments, the tilt angles ranged from −60◦ to 60◦ in steps of 2◦ resulting in 61
(4k×4k) unbinned images with a pixel size of 3.748 Å. Fig. 5.1 shows an example
of experimental and simulated projection, as well as slices from a tomogram.

The main steps in our image simulations are i) construction of the speci-
men’s interaction potential, ii) modeling the electron-specimen interaction, iii)
propagation of the electron wave through the optics, and iv) detection of the
intensity.

The ribosome particles were embedded in a slab of vitreous ice modeled as
a continuous medium with a potential of 4.5301 V. The thickness of the speci-
men was taken to be ∼ 35 nm and used to model the signal damping due to the
plasmons of the vitreous ice. The voxel size was chosen to be the same as the
pixel size in the images (3.748 Å) resulting in a specimen volume with a size of
4k×4k×81. The volume was divided in x and y directions into 25×25 subvolumes
within which particles were randomly positioned. The input for computing the
interaction potential of an individual particle was a high resolution X-ray structure
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Figure 5.1. An example of experimental and simulated projections, as well as slices from a tomo-
gram. The scale bar corresponds to 100 nm.
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as deposited within the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB). To simulate the whole
ribosome particle, we combined the PDB entries 2WRJ (large ribosome subunit)
and 2WRI (small ribosome subunit with elongation factor G). The coordinates
of each combined PDB (2WRI+2WRJ) were rotated with random Roll-Pitch-Yaw
angles [20] producing uniform sampling of particle orientations. Rotation was
performed on PDB coordinates before calculating the final potential map to avoid
any possible interpolation errors. Finally, the interaction potential was calculated
as the sum of the individual atomic potentials that were computed as the Fourier
transforms of tabulated electron scattering factors. Prior to down-sampling to
the pixel size, the resulting potential maps were low-pass filtered (Gaussian with
standard deviation of 3.61 Å) in order to avoid aliasing. The influence of pH and
the ions in the the solvent is neglected as well as possible beam-induced motion.

The electron-specimen interaction was modeled via the thick-phase grating
approach (TPGA) [21] to account for the effects of the specimen thickness and
tilt geometry. Our implementation of the TPGA utilizes non-uniform fast Fourier
transform sampling of the parabolic Fresnel propagator in the frequency domain,
to speed-up the calculations [6, 7].

The electron wave exiting the specimen is further subjected to the effective
CTF which is simulated using the parameters of the Titan microscope described
in 5.2.2. The defocus per projection used for the simulations matched the defocus
values of the previously estimated defocus from the experimental datasets (esti-
mated using an extended acquisition scheme, see Appendix 5.B) of on average
4.51µm underfocus. Astigmatism was neglected.

The installed detector (Falcon I) was characterized using tools provided in [22].
Conversion factor, MTF and detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of the detector
were included in the model as described in [19]. The integrated electron flux for
each complete tilt-series was 78 e−/Å2.

Additionally, we wanted to compare the detector used in the experiments
to a new generation of direct electron detectors in counting mode. Under ideal
circumstances, such a detector in counting mode can be approximated as a
perfect pixelated detector. Having square pixels of finite size, the detector’s MTF is
represented as a 2D sinc function (MTF = sinc(q∆x), where ∆x is the pixel size)
while the DQE of such detector is modeled as DQE = sinc2(q∆x) [23].

5.3.2. Post-processing

The simulated data was processed in the same way as the experimental data, see
section 5.2.2, except for a few differences due to the nature of the simulations.
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Figure 5.2. Different post-processing steps were applied to the simulated data. For the defocus
estimation, CTF correction, tilt-series alignment and subtomogram alignment steps two different
variations were used resulting in 16 different subtomogram averaged results.

In the simulated tilt-series the defocus varied per tilt-angle (matching the
experimental data). For the defocus estimation two different options were used.
A defocus estimation procedure that accounts for the varying defocus in a tilt-
series (such as the extended acquisition protocol) was emulated by using the
simulated varying defocus values. To simulate defocus estimation procedures
which only estimate an average defocus for the entire tilt-series, the defocus values
of an entire tilt-series were averaged and this average was then used to correct all
projections in that tilt-series.

Tilt-series alignment is not required since the projections were simulated with
perfect alignment. In order to estimate the alignment accuracy of the experi-
mental tilt-series together with any eventual beam-induced motion, gold-bead
tracking was performed on all gold markers within the field-of-view. Using all gold
markers gives a good indication of the global misalignment but the alignment
itself was performed using a manually selected subset. The mean residual from
all gold markers was 1.83 pixels (as provided by IMOD) and was used to introduce
a certain misalignment into the simulations. The projections in the simulated
tilt-series were randomly displaced using a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation equal to the mean residual of all gold markers after alignment of the
experimental tilt-series. Here we assume that random shifting of the projections
produces a similar response as the true effects related to the misalignment of the
real particles. This assumption is justifiable since each particle is simulated with
different orientations and in that way a bias is avoided.

We did not simulate any debris or contamination in the tilt-series. As a result,
all particles present in the reconstructed volumes are identical and easy to identify.
Therefore, the simulated datasets are not representative to verify particle picking
and subsequent classification procedures. Instead, we used the locations that
were used in the simulations. To compare the simulations with the experiments,
however, we must analyze the resolution for different numbers of particles to see
whether particle picking was successful in the experimental data.
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Subtomogram alignment was carried out equivalently to the experimental
data processing. Since the simulated orientations were known, however, a perfect
subtomogram alignment was also created.

Simulated data was processed with all different combinations of the afore-
mentioned post-processing steps, leading to 16 different subtomogram averaged
results (see Fig. 5.2).

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Experimental data

After processing the experimental data as described in section 5.2.2, the final
subtomogram average was calculated together with the corresponding FSC. By
thresholding the FSC at 0.143 we measured a resolution of 2.2 nm. In order to
correctly interpret the electron microscopy map we fitted the PDB structure of
a ribosome bound to EF-G (2WRJ, 2WRI) to the map. The rigid body fitting
was performed using the Fit in Map function of Chimera [24] and is shown in
Fig. 5.3A. It is clear that all the densities are occupied by the features of the 70S
ribosome and we can observe that the EF-G (in red in the picture) nicely fits in the
protruding density left empty by the 70S. This confirms that the fucidic acid that
we introduced in the solution stalled the ribosome in the late elongation state
where the 70S is bound to EF-G.

The FSC in Fig. 5.3A for different number of particles, shows that the increase
in correlation between 800 and 1600 is very small. Comparing the FSCs of Fig. 5.3A
and Fig. 5.3B, we note that the FSCs match well for 100 to 800 particles. However,
for the simulations (where all picked particles are identical) the correlation shows
a larger increase for 1600 particles. This might indicate that the total set of picked
particles in the experimental data does not have a uniform quality.

The relation between the number of averaged particles, and the final resolu-
tion is shown in Fig. 5.4. Using a threshold of 0.143 on the FSC we determine the
resolution for different numbers of particles in each half-dataset. From Fig. 5.4
it is clear that the resolution only increases gradually. The sudden decrease in
resolution for 100 and 200 particles is caused by the FSC dropping below 0.143
around the first zero-crossing.

There was only a minute difference between the resolution with TCTF or CTF0
correction. Similarly, the choice between a varying defocus estimate and the mean
defocus estimate only has a small influence on the resolution.

For all FSC curves presented in Fig. 5.3 there are strong oscillations caused
by the zero-crossings of the CTF. Given the amount of defocus variation in this
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Figure 5.3. Fourier shell correlation (FSC) and isosurface representations for experimental and
simulated data using different post-processing steps. (A) Experimental data, TCTF correction,
varying defocus. (B) Simulated data, TCTF correction, varying defocus, misaligned. (C) Simulated
data, CTF0 correction, mean defocus, perfect alignment. (D) Simulated data, TCTF correction,
varying defocus, perfect alignment. Visualizations using Chimera [24], EF-G is highlighted in red.
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series, the resolution is slightly lower than 2 nm. The simulations with perfect tilt-series alignment
show a clear influence of CTF correction and defocus estimation. The expected influence of a direct
electron detector in counting mode (perfect camera) is also included. Uncertainty of the resolution
is in the order of the line thickness. Two horizontal lines are included which are related to the
predicted resolution at which the FSC is damped by more than 25% (see Appendix 5.A).
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Figure 5.5. (A) Fourier shell correlation (FSC) of simulated data using 1600 particles in each half-
dataset, TCTF correction and varying defocus for different amounts of misalignment. (B) Average
normalized correlations of two sinusoids with frequencies chosen to correspond to the resolu-
tions (FSC= 0.143) found in (A). One of the sinusoids was randomly displaced using a Gaussian
distribution. The standard deviation (SD) of this random displacement is used as a measure for
misalignment.

dataset, we expect these oscillations to appear. The appearance of these oscilla-
tions, however, is also influenced by how the FSC is computed (see Appendix 5.C).

5.4.2. Simulated data

We processed the simulations similarly to the experimental data. Fig. 5.3B shows
the FSC and isosurface renderings where the post-processing steps were matched
to that of the experimental data. The resolution from the simulated data is in
good agreement with the experimental data in Fig. 5.3A. Furthermore, the FSC
shows similar characteristics. We also see that the molecular structure fits ac-
curately inside the isosurface rendering. This demonstrates self-consistency of
the procedures since the simulations used this molecular structure to generate
projections.

The simulations indicate that the tilt-series alignment has the largest influence
on the final resolution. Fig. 5.3C and D show the FSC and isosurface renderings
for simulations where the tilt-series alignment was perfect. From the FSC it is clear
that TCTF correction and varying defocus estimation results in an improvement
of the FSC and thus also in resolution.

In Fig. 5.4 the resolution is plotted for different numbers of particles. The
simulations were performed using a different combination of post-processing
steps (see Fig. 5.2). The effects of the defocus estimation, CTF correction and tilt-
series alignments are shown in Fig. 5.4. The influence of subtomogram alignment
was relatively small and therefore omitted from the figure.
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Figure 5.6. Accuracy of subtomogram alignment on simulated data using different post-processing
procedures. Different CTF correction or defocus estimation methods do not seem to influence the
orientation estimation. The tilt-series alignment does influence the subtomogram alignment. An
angular mismatch of 2◦ corresponds to a 0.5 nm shift at the periphery of the ribosome.

From Fig. 5.4 it is clear that with an inadequate tilt-series alignment, there is
almost no influence of the type of CTF correction or defocus estimation on the
attained resolution. However, with perfect tilt-series alignment TCTF correction
and varying defocus estimation are of clear influence. Also note that the influence
of the varying defocus estimate has a larger influence when used in combination
with TCTF correction.

The root-mean-square difference between mean defocus and varying defocus
estimation as used in the simulations was 154 nm; this corresponds to a resolution
of 1.15 nm using Eq. (5.7). From these limits, we expect that using the mean
instead of varying defocus estimation has a smaller influence on the attainable
resolution than using CTF0 instead of TCTF correction. This is confirmed in
Fig. 5.4. However, we see in the simulations that already for lower resolutions there
is a notable improvement using TCTF correction and varying defocus estimation.
It is expected that using a perfect camera (direct electron detector in counting
mode) a certain resolution can be achieved with approximately half the number
of particles (dotted line in Fig. 5.4).

The amount of misalignment that was introduced in the simulations was 1.83
pixels (∼ 0.69 nm). From Fig. 5.4 we see that this limits the resolution to 2.2 nm.
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To better understand the influence of a certain misalignment on the FSC, we
processed tilt-series using different amounts of misalignment. Fig. 5.5A shows
the FSC of a reconstruction similar to those presented in Fig. 5.3B and C. Then,
we investigated what is the influence of a certain misalignment on the obtained
resolution. To this end, we calculated the correlation of two sinusoids of which
one was randomly displaced. The frequency of the sinusoids was chosen to be
the same as the obtained resolution in Fig. 5.5A. Fig. 5.5B shows that at a spatial
frequency of 1/2.2 nm−1, a misalignment of ∼ 0.69 nm results in a correlation of
less than 20%.

To study the accuracy of the subtomogram orientation estimation, we com-
pare the estimated (Euler) angles with the simulated angles. In order to quantify
the difference between two sets of angles we first convert each set of angles to a
rotation matrix: Rs the simulated rotation and Re the estimated orientation. Now
the orientation error can be found using trace

(
Re R>

s

)= 1+2cos(θ), where θ is the
rotation angle required to rotate from Rs to Re . Fig. 5.6 shows a histogram of the
angular mismatch between the simulated orientations and the estimated orienta-
tions. It is clear that the orientation estimation is overall successful. The average
orientation error for perfect tilt-series alignment or misaligned tilt-series result
in a displacement of only ∼ 0.1 nm and ∼ 0.3 nm respectively at the periphery of
the particle. This is also confirmed by the FSC of the simulations with perfect
subtomogram alignment which is very similar to the FSC in which the orientation
was estimated.

5.5. Discussion

The simulations are in good agreement with the experimental data which pro-
vides a good validation of the InSilicoTEM simulator [19]. These simulations
allow us to conclude which factors need to be optimized in order to achieve a
better resolution. Tilt-series alignment has the strongest influence on the final
resolution, followed by the CTF correction method (CTF0 versus TCTF correction)
and defocus estimation accuracy (varying defocus estimate versus mean defocus
estimate). The subtomogram alignment had the least significant influence on the
resolution. In other words, the subtomogram alignment is already sufficiently
accurate.

We used an FSC threshold of 0.143 to determine the resolution since it is
expected from theory that this is a good indicator for the true resolution of the
map in the absence of overfitting [11, 25]. We are confident that the presented
results do not suffer from overfitting since for the simulated data exchanging the
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estimated orientations with the simulated orientations did not influence the FSC
and resolution. A different threshold criterion, e.g. 0.5 or half-bit criterion, would
lead to slightly different resolutions. Nevertheless, this does not alter the relative
difference between the different processing methods discussed in this study.

Here, we used an extended acquisition scheme and developed a tool for as-
sessing the specimen geometry. Although in the case of a reasonably thin and flat
specimen, four positions (instead of only two on the tilt axis) do not notably im-
prove defocus estimation, they are still useful for checking specimen orientation
and planarity. Furthermore, the extra off-axis regions do not have to be acquired
for all tilt angles. A couple of images of (un)tilted focus areas will be sufficient to
estimate the orientation and planarity of the specimen.

In Fig. 5.8A from Appendix 5.A we predict a resolution from which CTF0
correction would damp the FSC by more than 25%. Furthermore, in Fig. 5.8B we
predict the same threshold depending on the defocus estimation accuracy. For a
comparison, we included these resolutions in Fig. 5.4 showing that the limits are
in agreement with the results from simulations. A damping of 25% is relatively
strong and we see in the simulations that already for lower resolutions there is
a notable improvement using TCTF correction and varying defocus estimation.
Similarly, Fig. 5.8 depends on the chosen threshold value of 0.75. Changing the
threshold will shift the boundaries between the regions but does not change the
relative position. From Fig. 5.4, however, we conclude that the choice for 0.75
does provide a good indication of the resolution at which the influence of CTF
correction or defocus estimation becomes relevant. Furthermore, the relative
importance of defocus estimation and CTF correction was predicted correctly
using criteria from Appendix 5.A independent of the chosen threshold.

The resolution that we obtained for our 70S ribosome (2.2 nm) is comparable
with the one obtained by Chen et al. [16] (2.1 nm) for a similar structure. Other
studies reported resolutions of ∼ 1.7 nm [4, 26] for particles with higher symmetry.
For simulated particles with a perfect tilt-series alignment, however, a resolution
up to 1.2 nm can be attained, see Fig. 5.4. This underlines the importance of tilt-
series alignment which is apparently essential to improve the resolution. Here we
used rigid alignments in IMOD. We did not use the possibility for local alignment
since at this magnification there were not enough gold markers to produce a
reliable local fit.

One approach to tackle the alignment problems involves a combination of
SPA and subtomogram averaging techniques [27, 28]. They used subtomogram
averaging to assign initial locations and angles to each subvolume and then refine
the alignment of the original projections using a projection matching procedure.
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Figure 5.7. Extrapolation of resolution as a function of number of particles. Different datapoints of
related publications [4, 16, 28, 29] of various structures are plotted for comparison. The horizontal
axis represents the number of asymmetric units. The results from this study are extrapolated
assuming a particular falloff of the particle’s structure factor (see main text for details).

In this way the final alignment is effectively independent of the initial tilt-series
misalignment or rotation of the particles during tilt-series collection. Another
benefit is that this method reduces the interpolation steps required to produce
the intermediate steps in classic subtomogram averaging. Using this technique,
Bartesaghi et al. [28] reported a resolution of ∼ 0.8 nm using 140.000 asymmetric
units.

Recently, Schur et al. [29] reported a resolution of 0.85 nm using an optimized
data collection protocol. To achieve this resolution they averaged 242,692 asym-
metric units. Instead of measuring the defocus changes throughout the acquisi-
tion of a tilt-series, they used an optimized protocol that effectively stabilized the
stage movement and defocus.

When we extrapolate our simulation results to the same number of asym-
metric units, the predicted resolution is in the same range. Fig. 5.7 provides a
graphical comparison of the resolution with respect to the number of particles
reported in [4, 16, 28, 29]. The extrapolation is based on methods presented in
Rosenthal and Henderson [11]. The data in Fig. 5.7 on which the extrapolation is
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based is exactly the same as in Fig. 5.4. Please note that the achieved resolution
inevitably depends on the scattering properties of the studied structure. Therefore,
one should be careful when interpreting the results from Fig. 5.7. Nevertheless,
it is interesting that the resolution reported by Bartesaghi et al. [28] is higher
than the extrapolation of our optimal result. This is possibly due to a different
reconstruction method, lower electron energy (80 kV) and a different detector.

We conclude that in our dataset suboptimal tilt-series alignment limits the
resolution to around 2.2 nm. The origin of this misalignment is not easy to assess.
By performing gold-bead tracking on all gold markers within the field-of-view,
we measured an alignment residual of approximately 1.83 pixels (∼ 0.69 nm). As
we see from Fig. 5.5, this misalignment results in a severe damping of correlation
between sinusoids with a period of 2.2 nm. This indicates that the residual of the
gold-bead tracking is a good indication of the amount of misalignment. Further-
more, we see that a seemingly small alignment residual of ∼ 0.69 nm already has a
large influence at a resolution of 2.2 nm.

In this study, we could not further investigate the influence of radiation dam-
age. The damage to the structure of the ribosome is difficult to quantify. In fact,
there is no model to accurately simulate the degradation of the structure. Recent
studies [28, 29] suggest, however, that using 25 to 40 e−/Å2 improves the reso-
lution of the final average. Nevertheless, our simulations without influence of
radiation damage accurately matched the experiments. If radiation damage is
small and at random places, the majority of the particles will dictate the result at
any location and hide the radiation damage.

Experimental data were acquired without an energy filter. In general, it is
expected that energy filtering will improve the contrast. However, due to the thin
ice the difference between energy filtered and unfiltered data might be inconspic-
uous. The reported simulation results did not include amplitude contrast. We did,
however, simulate tilt-series with amplitude contrast but did not find a notable
influence on the final resolution after subtomogram averaging.

The tomograms were acquired on very thin ice. This might make the ice more
susceptible to beam-induced motion [30]. Therefore, the measured and simu-
lated alignment error is a combined effect of the limited accuracy of the gold-bead
tracking and any eventual beam-induced motion. Before a tomogram acquisi-
tion, the exposure area was visually inspected (in order to check the presence of
ribosomes) with a dose of 1 e−/Å2. This pre-irradiation should have lowered the
potential effects of beam-induced motion [30].

The latest generation of direct electron detectors [31–34] enables acquisition
of exposure series and allows higher resolution reconstructions with fewer parti-
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cles for SPA. Such acquisition facilitates reduction of the effect of beam induced
movements by retrospective alignment and then averaging of the raw frames. This
correction could be applied to tilt-series data collection as well. Nevertheless,
each projection in a tilt series is acquired with a significantly smaller electron
dose than in SPA. The extremely low SNR will severely hamper alignment of the
sub-frames within a projection in a tilt-series. In order to process such data one
would need a modified data acquisition, an independent set of gold markers
dedicated to frame alignment and/or a mathematical model able to predict the
radiation damage.

Using our simulations we give an estimate of the influence of a direct electron
detector in counting mode (perfect detector) on the final resolution. The simulated
perfect detector when compared to a Falcon I suggests that the same resolution
would be achieved with approximately half the number of particles (dotted line in
Fig. 5.4).

5.A. Predicting the influence of CTF correction and defocus
estimation

5.A.1. CTF correction

The CTF inherently depends on the defocus, and the defocus varies over the
specimen along the optical axis. Owing to the specific geometry associated with
cryo-electron tomography (CET), special CTF correction methods have been
developed. The tilting of a (thin) specimen results in a defocus gradient across the
image, perpendicular to the tilt-axis. Furthermore, depending on the thickness,
the image contributions from the top and bottom of the specimen can exhibit a
significant difference in defocus.

CTF correction methods for tomography can be categorized into three groups.

First, the most basic form ignores the defocus gradient. We will refer to this
method as regular CTF correction (CTF0):

ÎCTF0
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,0

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,0

)
, (5.1)

where q = (qx , qy ), Î
(
q
)

is the Fourier transform of the image intensity I (x) and
V̂α

(
q, qz

)
is the Fourier transform of the 3D scattering potential V in a rotated co-

ordinate system, i.e. V̂α
(
q,0

)
is a projection slice of V̂ at tilt angle α. Furthermore,

χ(q) = 2π
λ

(1
4Csλ

4q4 + 1
2∆ f λ2q2

)
is the aberration function, Cs the spherical aber-
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ration, ∆ f the defocus at the center of the specimen, λ the electron wavelength
and q = ∥∥q

∥∥ the magnitude of the spatial frequency q.

Second, CTF correction for tilted geometries has been studied in Fernández
et al. [1], Xiong et al. [2], Zanetti et al. [3], Philippsen et al. [5], Voortman et al.
[6, 7], Winkler and Taylor [8]. The analytical form of the tilted CTF (TCTF) is

ÎTCTF
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂α

(
q− 1

2
λq2β tanα,0

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂α

(
q+ 1

2
λq2β tanα,0

)
, (5.2)

where β is a unit-vector perpendicular to the tilt-axis β = (cosβ, sinβ) and β

denotes the orientation of the tilt-axis (azimuth).

Third, the influence of the defocus gradient within the specimen (along the
optical axis) has been studied by [6, 7, 9, 10]. We will refer to this method as 3D
CTF correction (3DCTF):

Î3DCTF
(
q
)= i e−iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,−1

2
λq2

)
− i e iχ(q)V̂α

(
q,

1

2
λq2

)
. (5.3)

From Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) it is clear that the difference between these
CTF models can be fully characterized by shifts in the Fourier representation of
the potential. The difference between Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) is a shift of ±1

2λq2 tanα
along β in the Fourier domain. Similarly, the difference between Eqs. (5.2) and
(5.3) is a shift of ±1

2λq2 1
cosα along qz [6].

Eq. (5.3) is the most accurate CTF model since it accounts for all defocus gra-
dients. Eq. (5.1) is the least accurate but also the fastest to compute [6]. Therefore,
we want to estimate the error that is introduced by approximating the 3DCTF. This
error is closely related to a damping envelope we derived previously that estimates
the loss of useful contrast when a specimen with finite thickness is approximated
by an infinitely thin specimen [6]. This damping envelope is the result of a specific
shift of sampling points in the Fourier domain.

In general, shifting in the Fourier domain results in a loss of correlation be-
tween the ‘unshifted’ and ‘shifted’ version. Similar to our previous work [6], we
approximate this correlation loss as

E(∆q) = sinc
(
d |∆q|) , (5.4)
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Figure 5.8. (A) Regions of applicability for the different CTF correction methods. The limiting
resolution was determined by thresholding the correlation functions Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) at 0.75.
From this resolution onwards the Fourier shell correlation is expected to be damped by more than
25%. Limits are presented for CTF0 correction as a function of FOV and for TCTF correction as
a function of the specimen thickness, for a tilt-series of ±60◦. (B) Maximum allowable defocus
estimation error as a function of resolution, determined by thresholding the correlation function
Eq. (5.7) at 0.75.
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where d is the spatial extent or field-of-view and sinc is the normalized sinc
function. Eq. (5.4) can be used to quantify the difference between CTF0, TCTF
and 3DCTF correction of a projection at a specific tilt-angle, field-of-view and
thickness.

For tomography, however, different projections are combined to form a 3D
volume. Therefore, the differences in the reconstructed volume are an average
of the differences between the projections in the tilt-series. When the specimen
is tilted, the part of the field-of-view which can be used effectively for the 3D
reconstruction is reduced by 1/cosα. Then the expected correlation between a
reconstruction with CTF0 and TCTF correction is given by the average

ECTF0(q) = 1

N

N∑
n=1

sinc

(
1

2
λq2d sinαn

)
, (5.5)

where the summation is over all αn in a tilt-series with a total of N projections.

The difference between 3DCTF correction and TCTF correction depends on
the thickness of the specimen. The shift of magnitude 1

2λq2 1
cosα is in the axial

direction of the specimen’s Fourier transform. Therefore the effective d is the
thickness t of the specimen and the expected correlation is given by

ETCTF(q) = 1

N

N∑
n=1

sinc

(
1

2
λq2 t

cosαn

)
. (5.6)

We consider two CTF correction methods similar (no significant difference)
when their correlation is larger than 0.75. Thresholding the expected correlation
at 0.75 we find the maximum resolution up to which we considered CTF models to
be similar. Fig. 5.8A shows this limiting resolution for a range of field-of-views and
specimen thicknesses given a tilt-series of ±60◦. The choice for 0.75 as a threshold
is somewhat arbitrary. However, from Fig. 5.4 we conclude that the choice for
0.75 does provide a good indication of the resolution at which the influence of
CTF correction or defocus estimation becomes relevant. Furthermore, the relative
importance of defocus estimation and CTF correction was predicted correctly
using Eqs. (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7).

5.A.2. Defocus estimation

Similar to the influence of CTF correction, we predict how the accuracy of defocus
estimation influences the resolution. Whereas the difference between CTF correc-
tion methods can be characterized by shifts in the Fourier domain, a difference in
defocus estimation results in an extra random phase contribution to the Fourier
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Figure 5.9. Schematic overview of the extended acquisition scheme. The low-dose exposure image
is located in a hole of the carbon-grid. Two high-dose focus images are located on the carbon, on
the tilt-axis. The other two high-dose areas are located off-axis and positioned such that even at
high tilt-angles the electron beam does not overlap with the exposure image.

transform of the potential. This phase translates to a correlation function

Eσ∆f (q) = cos
(
πλq2σ∆f

)
, (5.7)

where σ∆f is the estimation error of the defocus ∆f .

Fig. 5.8B shows the limiting resolution for a range of defocus estimation errors.
Similar to Fig. 5.8A, a threshold of 0.75 was applied to Eq. (5.7) to find the limiting
resolution.

5.B. Extended acquisition scheme
Improving the resolution beyond the first zero-crossing of the CTF requires a
CTF correction step. In order to perform the CTF correction in such a way that it
actually increases the resolution, the defocus (gradient) of each projection must
be estimated with a certain accuracy [6]. During the acquisition of a tilt-series, the
defocus on the tilt-axis can vary due to the non-perfect mechanics of the stage,
the accuracy with which the eucentric height can be adjusted, the auto-focus area
being offset from the exposure area or other fluctuations.

Estimating the defocus on the low-dose exposures of a tilt-series is very chal-
lenging and usually requires averaging over a certain tilt-range [1, 2]. When
recorded images at different angles need to be averaged, however, it is no longer
possible to assess defocus variations throughout the tilt-series. Eibauer et al. [4]
introduced an extended acquisition scheme which can estimate the defocus per
tilt-angle. They use two extra high-dose focus images per tilt-angle to estimate the
defocus on the exposure images. We implemented and used an addition to this ex-
tended acquisition scheme. In addition to the two high-dose focus images which
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Figure 5.10. Work-flow to estimate the defocus on the exposure images from the high-dose focus
images. The lateral location of the focus images is given by (xi , yi ). The axial location zi (w.r.t.
unrotated coordinate system α = 0) is estimated from the estimated defocus and subsequently
used to improve the defocus estimate.

are positioned on the tilt-axis, we acquire two off-axis high-dose focus images (see
Fig. 5.9). Having now four high-dose images has a number of additional benefits.
Firstly, we can estimate the orientation of the specimen which can be used for
TCTF correction. Secondly, the accuracy might be improved since we have more
measurements to base the defocus estimate on. Finally, having four areas allows
us to check whether the specimen is flat.

The acquisition procedure was implemented in a development version of FEI’s
Tomography acquisition package (version 4.0), making use of the batch mode
and automatic tracking and focusing. The low dose acquisition template (which
allows for graphical selection of areas for focusing and tracking) was extended
such that an arbitrary number of extra acquisition areas could be added. These
may have their own optics and camera acquisition settings. We used these extra
acquisition areas to acquire extra high dose focus images.

5.B.1. Defocus estimation using extended acquisition scheme

After acquiring tilt-series using the extended acquisition scheme, the defocus at
the exposure images can be estimated. The work-flow is presented in Fig. 5.10.

First, the defocus of the high-dose focus images is estimated using the methods
described in Vulović et al. [35].

Next, the defocus at the location of the exposure images (∆ f (α)) is estimated
from the defocus of each focus image (∆ fi (α)) using

∆ f (α) ≈∆ fi (α)− sin(α) xi − cos(α0)

cos(α+α0)
zi , (5.8)
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Figure 5.11. Graphical representation of Eq. (5.8). The acquisition software accounts for the move-
ment of the focus area (expected). However, due to the specimen orientation α0,γ0 when α= 0, the
focus area has a different location (actual). As a result, the measured defocus depends on the axial
location zi of the focus area.

where α the tilt-angle and α0 the specimen orientation at α = 0. Furthermore,
(xi , yi , zi ) is the location of the focus image with respect to the exposure image
in specimen coordinates where y is aligned with the tilt-axis. For a graphical
representation see Fig. 5.11.

However, initially Eq. (5.8) contains two unknowns: α0 and zi . Therefore, we
use an iterative procedure described in Fig. 5.10. Using a rough estimate of ∆ f (α)
we estimate zi with

zi = medianα

[(
∆ fi (α)−∆ f (α)− sin(α) xi

) cos(α0 +α)

cos(α0)

]
. (5.9)

We then refine the estimate of zi by assuming that the specimen is (locally)
a perfect plane. Using linear regression, we estimate the specimen orientation
α0,γ0 assuming

zi = tan(α0)xi + tan(γ0)yi +ε for i = {1,2,3,4} . (5.10)

Setting zi = tan(α0)xi + tan(γ0)yi refines the estimate of zi . This regression analy-
sis also allows us to check whether the specimen is locally flat. The inner-loop in
Fig. 5.10 is iterated until the specimen orientation α0,γ0 has converged, or to a
maximum of 10 iterations.

Using the defocus ∆ fi (α) and defocus gradient estimates, we can refine the
defocus estimation on the focus images (outer loop in Fig. 5.10). Xiong et al.
[2] introduced a method for shifting and averaging power spectra. This method
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Figure 5.12. Example of defocus estimation using an extended acquisition scheme. Four focus
images are used to compute the defocus at the position of the exposure image. The color-shaded
areas correspond to the uncertainty of the defocus estimate.

is especially beneficial at the high tilt-angles in the tilt-series. At these high tilt-
angles the strong defocus gradient blurs the Thon rings of the power spectrum. We
implemented a periodogram averaging technique which aligns the zero-crossings,
given an estimate of the defocus and defocus gradient. The defocus gradient is
derived from the estimated specimen orientation, taking into account the tilt-axis
orientation in the images. We noticed that, for the used experimental parameters,
this extra iteration was essential. The outer loop is iterated only once.

Fig. 5.12 shows an example of defocus estimates on the four focus images
and the resulting estimate of the defocus at the exposure images. The defocus
estimation on the four focus images in this example was performed using the
methods described previously in Vulović et al. [35]. The dose used for focus images
was in this case only 4-5 times higher than for exposure images to minimaze any
potential radiation damage of the exposure area.

5.C. Frequency shells for FSC computation

In Fig. 5.3 we observe oscillations in the FSC due to the zero-crossings of the CTF.
Here we demonstrate that the visibility of these dips depends on the width of the
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Figure 5.13. Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) for different numbers of frequency shells and numbers
of particles for one simulated dataset and one experimental dataset. Both datasets are processed
using TCTF correction using a varying defocus estimate. The simulated data has a perfect tilt-series
alignment whereas the experimental data has a non-perfect alignment.

frequency shells used for calculating the FSC. Consequently, this influences the
found resolution by thresholding the FSC curve.

Dips in the FSC in subtomogram averaging occur if the particles are recorded
with a similar defocus. Even though each tilt-series exhibits a certain variation
in defocus and each tilted projection contains macromolecules imaged with a
different defocus, this defocus spread does not guarantee that the SNR around
the zero-crossings is similar to all other spatial frequencies. Only when a large
number of particles is averaged or when tomograms are intentionally acquired
using different defoci, can these dips be avoided.

Nevertheless, Fig. 5.13 shows that when the number of frequency shells used
to calculate the FSC is too low, it is impossible to judge whether these dips disap-
peared due to undersampling of the FSC or that the SNR was indeed high enough.
Furthermore, choosing too few frequency shells can lead to an erroneous increase
in the reported resolution.

For the aforementioned reasons we calculate the FSC using 50 frequency shells,
making the oscillations in the FSC more apparent. This number of frequency
shells results in a frequency shell width that is close to the voxelsize of the Fourier
transformed subtomograms in this study. (size of the subtomograms was 1283

voxels). Fig. 5.13 shows that due to these oscillations it is possible that the FSC
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crosses the threshold multiple times. We use the spatial frequency where the FSC
crosses the threshold for the first time to determine the resolution.

Different choices in terms of the number of frequency shells, type of threshold
and whether to use the first or last crossing of the threshold lead to different
reported resolutions. The focus of this study is to quantify the influence of the
different processing steps that lead to a reconstruction. Therefore, we primarily
use FSC and the derived resolution to make a relative comparison between exper-
iments and different simulations. In that sense, the choice of resolution criteria
and the exact computation of the FSC does not influence our findings.
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6
Outlook

What we call the beginning is often the end

And to make an end is to make a beginning.

The end is where we start from.

TH O M A S ST E A R N S EL I OT

I think that only daring speculation can lead us further

and not accumulation of facts.

AL B E RT E I N S T E I N
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This thesis presents fast algorithms for the computation and correction of spa-
tially varying contrast transfer functions (CTF) in cryo-electron tomography (CET)
[1, 2]. We introduced estimations of the application limits of important approxi-
mations in CET such as the projection assumption (PA), the weak-phase object
approximation (WPOA) and combinations thereof, among which the thick phase
grating approximation [3]. By applying our theoretical knowledge of the CTF and
Fresnel propagation, we improved CET simulations using InSilicoTEM [4]. We
determined the influence of inaccurate defocus estimation on the applicability
of CTF correction and presented an extended acquisition scheme to achieve the
desired defocus accuracy under realistic conditions. The extended acquisition
scheme was used to acquire tilt-series of ribosomes on a Titan microscope (FEI
Company) at NeCEN. Combined with developed defocus estimation procedures,
we precisely determined the defocus of each macromolecule which was then used
for tilted CTF correction. Subtomogram averaging was used to further improve the
resolution. To conclude, we demonstrated how simulations can be used to study
the influence of different processing steps and the number of subtomograms on
the achievable resolution. We showed that a comparison between experiment
and simulation allowed us to identify the factors that limit the resolution as well
as the effect of tilted CTF correction [5].

In this final chapter, we draw conclusions of the presented research, highlight
some important developments in the field of CET and give recommendations for
future work.

6.1. CTF correction in cryo-electron tomography
The theoretical background of CTF correction with a spatially varying defocus is
discussed in this thesis. Within the boundaries of the small-angle approximation
and WPOA, we present a theoretical framework for CTF correction which covers all
possible scenarios: untilted and thin, tilted and thin, and thick. We consider this
part of the theory to be finished. Nevertheless, we envision possible extensions
beyond the limits of applicability of the CTF, e.g. different contrast mechanisms.
And even though we present algorithms that considerably speed-up computation
times, further improvements are still desirable.

The differences between the discussed CTF correction methods is also studied
in this thesis. We find that a measurable difference between regular and tilted CTF
correction occurs at resolutions which are currently only achievable on biological
specimens using subtomogram averaging (e.g. ∼ 1 nm). Furthermore, we con-
clude that differences between tilted CTF correction and full 3D CTF correction
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occur at resolutions which are currently reserved for single-particle averaging
(SPA) (e.g. ∼ 0.3 nm).

In this thesis we show that using a Fourier domain representation of the
spatially varying CTF is an insightful and efficient approach for modeling and
correcting the CTF. The speed-up we achieved using newly developed fast algo-
rithms was essential for the conducted research. Previously, computation times
were in the order of days, resulting in significant bottlenecks. By reducing the
computation times to the order of hours allowed us to conduct more research,
but this speed-up can also lead to more user friendly tools. Furthermore, the fast
simulation and correction for the CTF opens up the possibility to include CTF
correction within an iterative reconstruction algorithm.

In order to get a better understanding of the image formation process in CET
we investigated the limits of the PA and the WPOA. We find that for resolutions
typical in subtomogram averaging (up to ∼ 1 nm), both approximations are appli-
cable. For reconstructions from single-particle analysis, however, both the PA and
WPOA may be violated depending on the achieved resolution and the size of the
macromolecule. Using 3D CTF correction it is possible to reconstruct structures
for which the PA was not applicable. Reconstructing structures which do not fulfill
the WPOA, however, still requires more investigation. The WPOA can be easily
modified to allow for a small, proportional amount of amplitude contrast. This
approach fails, however, for example in phase-contrast X-ray imaging where the
strong attenuation of the signal due to amplitude contrast complicates phase
retrieval [6, 7].

We quantified the influence of different CTF correction and defocus estima-
tion methods for subtomogram averaged CET. This quantification was, however,
largely based on simulated data. A similar quantification on experimental data
has not yet been conducted and is not available in the literature. The theory con-
cerning global tilted CTF correction was introduced by Philippsen et al. [8], but
no experimental verification was presented. Strip or patch based CTF correction
methods have been presented by Fernández et al. [9], Zanetti et al. [10], Xiong et al.
[11]. In these studies, however, the improvement from untilted CTF correction to
tilted CTF correction was not quantified. Recently, Eibauer et al. [12] convincingly
showed the influence of accurate defocus estimation on CTF correction. They
could, however, only quantify this difference by comparing with a known molecu-
lar structure. Finally, Schur et al. [13] recently demonstrated that sub-nanometer
resolution is achievable with accurate defocus estimation and CTF correction. An
interesting addition would be to quantify the influence of the different processing
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steps in a quantitative manner, similar to the analysis of simulated data presented
here. The advantage of 3D CTF correction, has to our knowledge, not yet been
quantified on experimental data.

Here, we aimed at quantifying the improvements of tilted CTF correction and
accurate defocus estimation in simulation and experiment. This turned out to be
challenging on experimental data due to other limiting factors such as tilt-series
alignment. Nevertheless, we think that tilt-series alignment is not a fundamental
problem, but rather depends on different experimental conditions. Therefore, we
recommend future work to be focused in areas which include alignment, but also
concerning technological developments, automation, image formation models
and tomography of materials which are less sensitive to radiation damage.

6.2. Improving alignment with subtomogram averaging

One of the conclusions of this thesis is that tilt-series alignment can severely limit
the resolution in subtomogram averaged CET. With respect to the alignment
accuracy, very promising results have been obtained by combining the strengths
of SPA and subtomogram averaging techniques [14, 15]. The rationale is that these
two methods share the same goal, an averaged 3D reconstruction, but each has its
strengths and weaknesses. In subtomogram averaging, particle picking and orien-
tation estimation is done in 3D and, therefore, more robust. The drawback is that
a suboptimal tilt-series alignment cannot be alleviated in later alignment steps.
SPA has the advantage that alignment and orientation refinement is performed
directly on the original projections. The difficulty lies in estimating ab initio the
relative orientation of all particles and coping with superimposed structures in
the projection.

Consolidating SPA and subtomogram averaging will benefit from both tech-
niques. The accurate orientation estimation of tomography resolves the ab initio
estimate required for SPA and the refinement procedures of SPA can resolve the
need for two separate alignment steps in subtomogram averaged tomography. Ra-
diation damage effects, typically associated with CET, can then easily be alleviated
by using a subset of the original projections to compute the final average.

In this thesis we did not investigate the use of 3D CTF correction for SPA. The
concept of 3D CTF correction (or Ewald sphere correction) is not new for SPA, but
has remained largely theoretical. The fast 3D CTF correction method presented in
this thesis, together with the recent improvements in resolution (primarily due to
better microscopes and detectors), opens up an interesting research opportunity.
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6.3. Technological developments

Shot noise (obeying Poisson statistics) is currently the major limitation of CET.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be improved by employing subtomogram
averaging, but this is limited by practical constraints. Furthermore, the low SNR
of the projections also influences defocus estimation, tilt-series alignment and
subtomogram alignment. The current development of direct electron detectors
(DEDs), capable of operating in counting mode, will therefore have a significant
impact on the resolution improvement. Even though DEDs are impractical for
anything but extreme-low-dose imaging, and it is still uncertain what the lifetime
of such detectors is, for dedicated low-dose cryo applications the promise is a
significant increase in SNR.

In this thesis we predict that an ideally functioning DED in counting mode
can reach the same resolution with half the number of particles when compared
to a Falcon I DED. There are, however, more advantages of this new generation
of DED. Sub-frame alignment allows correction for beam-induced motion blur.
Super-resolution counting mode effectively increases the pixel count of a detector
[16]. Finally, an increased detective quantum efficiency (DQE) can greatly reduce
the limiting influence of radiation damage.

Another promising development for CET is the phase plate for TEM. The diffi-
culty of phase-contrast imaging is the loss of contrast at low spatial frequencies.
High frequency information can be recovered by defocussing and subsequent
CTF correction. Only when a very large defocus is used, low frequency contrast is
generated but this inevitably damps the high frequencies. An ideal phase plate
effectively solves this problem by introducing a π/2 phase-shift between the
diffracted and undiffracted beam. This allows in-focus imaging with optimal
contrast for low and high spatial frequencies. Currently, phase plates are not
routinely available or used due to manufacturing difficulties, limitations of the
microscope, as well as undesirable imaging artifacts. Nevertheless, we predict that
phase plates will play an important role for cellular tomography and localization
purposes in subtomogram averaging applications.

The CTF correction methods presented in this thesis can also be used, mutatis
mutandis, for tomography applications with a phase plate. Due to the inherent
defocus gradient that occurs during tilting, CTF correction is still necessary for
the high spatial frequencies. Furthermore, the tools presented here to estimate
the application limits of the projection assumption, weak-phase object approx-
imation, regular CTF correction, tilted CTF correction, 3D CTF correction and
defocus estimation are not influenced by imaging with a phase plate.
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The results and methods from this thesis are useful when estimating which
factors limit the resolution. When phase plates prove to be a reliable tool in
achieving higher resolutions it is even more valuable to know which are the
resolution limiting factors. In general, we find that for resolutions beyond ∼ 1 nm,
tilted CTF correction is a necessary technique, with or without phase plate.

6.4. Automation and high-throughput
At this time, CET is a slow, and only partially automated technique. Subtomo-
gram averaging requires an even greater amount of manual intervention and
clever fine-tuning of alignment iterations. Defocus estimation and CTF correction
require specialized tools in the hands of experienced users. This makes subto-
mogram averaged, CTF corrected CET a highly specialized, painstakingly slow
process. Computation time, however, is thanks to the fast algorithms described
in this thesis, as well as increasingly better computer hardware, no longer the
biggest bottleneck. The following steps should be improved to increase the total
throughput.

Tilt-series alignment needs to be a fully automated procedure, preferably
integrated with the acquisition software. It would then be possible to either
alert the user that there are too few markers to align or automatically search
for a more suitable area of interest. Defocus estimation on exposure images
and/or defocus estimation using the extended acquisition protocol should also
be integrated in the acquisition software. Estimating the defocus, and from the
defocus the specimen orientation, during the acquisition can improve the stability
and repeatability of the defocus on the exposure, as well as improve the reliability
of image tracking. When the acquisition software is combined with tilt-series
alignment and defocus estimation, the output can be an aligned tilt-series in
which each recorded image is labeled with the correct defocus value, tilt-axis and
tilt-angle.

The CTF correction methods presented in this thesis are currently only avail-
able as a Matlab (The MathWorks, USA) toolbox. This makes them not user
friendly enough to be used for routine work. More effort is required to shape the
algorithms presented here into an all-round, user friendly, CTF correction tool.

Primarily because subtomogram averaging is still an emerging method, a
plethora of subtomogram averaging software packages exists. The difficulty of
automating subtomogram averaging beyond what is currently available lies in
the diversity of samples and their need for tailored solutions. Nevertheless, the
solutions that are developed allow more and more structures to be studied.
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6.5. Image contrast
Interpretation of image contrast in CET is currently limited to phase contrast (and
possibly a small fixed ratio of amplitude contrast). In order to get the maximum
of information out of the low number of electrons available for imaging, a better
understanding of the interaction between the electron beam and the specimen
is required. This can also aid in concluding whether aberration correctors and
energy filters can improve the SNR.

Due to the low SNR of CET, iterative tomographic reconstruction schemes
are typically avoided. When the image contrast is fully understood, however,
it becomes possible to use a priori information in combination with iterative
reconstruction methods.

6.6. Other materials
The difficulties associated with CET for a large part originate from the sensitivity
of biological materials to radiation. The CTF correction methods developed in
this thesis, however, are also applicable to radiation resistant materials. Carbon
nanotubes, for example, form 3D structures which are largely resistant to expo-
sure with 80 keV electrons. Much higher resolutions can be obtained on these
structures, which increases the necessity of tilted CTF and 3D CTF correction.

6.7. Recommendations
Acquisition and Reconstruction — Software for tomographic acquisitions should

integrate tilt-series alignment and defocus estimation to improve the stability
and repeatability of tilt-series acquisition. When identical particles are aver-
aged, SPA and subtomogram averaging techniques should be combined to
provide the best results. Use of 3D CTF correction methods for high resolu-
tion SPA reconstructions (possibly iterative reconstructions) is worth an extra
investigation.

Image Formation — More research of image formation is required since the cur-
rent understanding is not sufficient to decide about hardware developments
and the settings of all acquisition parameters. More research of image for-
mation is required in order to decide about hardware developments and the
settings of all acquisition parameters. The newest generation of direct electron
detectors, however, show such promising results that they warrant use even
without a complete understanding of contrast formation. When image forma-
tion is better understood, the use of model-based and constrained iterative
reconstruction schemes should be re-evaluated.
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Summary

CTF Correction
in

Cryo-Electron Tomography
S I M U L AT I O N , EX PE R I M E N TS A N D RE CO N S T RU C T I O N

Nanometer resolution inside the cell will allow us to study the fundamentals of life
at the smallest scale. This thesis addresses what is needed to obtain this resolution
using cryo-electron tomography (CET).

CET is a microscopy modality with the unique potential to visualize proteins,
protein-complexes and other molecular assemblies in a close-to-native environ-
ment at a high resolution in three dimensions. In CET, a thin specimen embedded
in vitreous ice is tilted in the electron beam to acquire projections under different
angles. The primary contrast mechanism is phase contrast which is obtained
by intentionally defocussing the specimen. The contrast transfer function (CTF)
describes how aberrations, such as defocussing, generate detectable intensity
contrast. The CTF is an oscillating function of spatial frequency, resulting in
contrast inversions at certain spatial frequencies. To interpret structures at a
resolution beyond the first zero-crossing, it is necessary to correct for the CTF. In
this thesis we answer the questions: how can we model the CTF for tomographic
geometries, what is the influence of CTF correction, which processing steps need
to be improved to fully exploit CTF correction in combination with subtomogram
averaging, and how big is the improvement in resolution?

This thesis presents fast and efficient algorithms for both forward modeling
and correction of the CTF for tilted geometries of various thicknesses, as well
as methods to model the specimen-beam interaction. To avoid a brute-force
multislice procedure to model the specimen-beam interaction, we study the
influence of the projection assumption, the weak-phase object approximation,
and the thick-phase grating approximation, as well as their limits of applicability.
Fast algorithms for computing and correcting the CTF in tilted geometries are
mandatory for practical use. Our algorithm reduces the computation time for a
tilt-series from ∼ 100 hours down to ∼ 45 minutes. Using simulations, we also
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study how different CTF models influence the projections and what the influence
of CTF correction is on the final reconstruction.

We quantify the influence of the developed CTF correction methods in subto-
mogram averaged CET. Subtomogram averaging is the solution to raise the signal-
to-noise ratio for high spatial frequencies above the noise floor. To achieve the
required defocus estimation accuracy under realistic experimental conditions,
we present an extended acquisition scheme in combination with a previously
developed defocus estimation procedure. Using simulations and experimental
data of ribosomes, acquired on a Titan microscope (FEI Company) at the NeCEN,
we study the influence on the achievable resolution of different processing steps,
including CTF correction, as well as the number of subtomograms. A comparison
of simulations and experiments allows us to identify the factors that limit the res-
olution as well as the effect of tilted CTF correction. We obtained a final average
using 3198 ribosomes with a resolution of 2.2 nm on the experimental data. Our
simulations suggest that with the same number of particles a resolution of 1.2 nm
could be achieved by improving the tilt-series alignment.

Lenard M. Voortman
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Samenvatting

CTF-Correctie
in

Cryo-Elektronentomografie
S I M U L AT I E S , EX PE R I M E N T E N E N RE CO N S T RU C T I E

Nanometer resolutie in de cel zal ons toelaten om op de kleinste schaal de funda-
menten van het leven te bestuderen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft wat nodig is om
deze resolutie met cryo-elektronentomografie (CET) te verkrijgen.

CET is een microscopie modaliteit met de unieke mogelijkheid om eiwitten,
eiwitcomplexen en andere moleculaire assemblages te visualiseren in een bijna
natuurlijke omgeving met een hoge resolutie in drie dimensies. Voor CET wordt
een dun, in amorf ijs ingebed, preparaat gekanteld in de elektronenbundel om
projecties onder verschillende hoeken te verkrijgen. Het primaire contrast me-
chanisme is fasecontrast dat wordt verkregen door opzettelijk het preparaat te
defocusseren. De contrast transfer functie (CTF) beschrijft hoe aberraties, waar-
onder defocussering, detecteerbaar intensiteitcontrast genereren. De CTF is een
oscillerende functie van spatiële frequentie, wat resulteert in contrast inversies op
bepaalde spatiële frequenties. Om structuren te interpreteren met een resolutie
voorbij de eerste nuldoorgang, is het noodzakelijk om te corrigeren voor de CTF.
In dit proefschrift beantwoorden we de vragen: hoe kunnen we de CTF voor to-
mografische geometrieën modelleren, wat is de invloed van CTF-correctie, welke
processtappen moeten worden verbeterd om CTF-correctie ten volle te benutten
in combinatie met subtomogram-middeling, en hoe groot is de verbetering van
de resolutie?

Dit proefschrift introduceert snelle en efficiënte algoritmen voor zowel voor-
waartse modellering als correctie van de CTF voor gekantelde geometrieën van
verschillende diktes, alsook methodes om de interactie tussen preparaat en
elektronenbundel te modelleren. Om te voorkomen dat een meerplaksaanpak
met brute kracht gebruikt moet worden voor het modelleren van de preparaat-
bundelinteractie, bestuderen we de invloed van de projectieveronderstelling, de
zwakke-fase-objectbenadering, en de dikke-fase-rasterbenadering, evenals hun
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grenzen van toepasbaarheid. Snelle algoritmen voor het berekenen en het cor-
rigeren van de CTF in gekantelde geometrieën zijn een vereiste voor praktisch
gebruik. Ons algoritme reduceert de rekentijd voor een kantelserie van ∼ 100
uur tot slechts ∼ 45 minuten. Met behulp van simulaties, bestuderen we ook hoe
de verschillende CTF modellen de projecties beïnvloeden en wat de invloed van
CTF-correctie is op de uiteindelijke reconstructie.

We kwantificeren de invloed van de ontwikkelde CTF-correctiemethoden in
subtomogram-gemiddelde CET. Subtomogram-middeling is de oplossing om de
signaal-ruisverhouding voor hoge spatiële frequenties boven het ruisniveau te
brengen. Om de vereiste defocusschattingsnauwkeurigheid onder realistische
experimentele omstandigheden te bereiken, presenteren we een uitgebreid ac-
quisitieprotocol in combinatie met een eerder ontwikkelde defocusschattingsme-
thode. Met simulaties en experimentele data van ribosomen, verkregen met een
Titan microscoop (FEI) bij het NeCEN, bestuderen we de invloed op de bereikbare
resolutie van verschillende processtappen, waaronder CTF-correctie, alsmede het
aantal subtomogrammen. Een vergelijking tussen simulaties en experimenten
stelt ons in staat de factoren te identificeren die de resolutie beperken, alsook
de invloed van gekantelde CTF-correctie. Gebruikmakend van 3198 ribosomen,
verkrijgen we met de experimentele data uiteindelijk een gemiddelde met een
resolutie van 2.2 nm. Onze simulaties suggereren dat met hetzelfde aantal deeltjes
een resolutie van 1.2 nm bereikt zou kunnen worden door de kantelserie-uitlijning
te verbeteren.

Lenard M. Voortman
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